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Capable Kids and Families 

Category:  Academic Skill Building  

 

0-9 Numbers Magnatab 

Children can trace the lines with the magnetic stylus and follow the arrows to 

learn the fundamentals of number writing.The sensory reinforcement will help 

with early arithmetic lessons. Erase with the tip of a finger. 

 

Item #:  1931, 3059, 2170 

 

 
 

1 to 10 Counting Cans 

Colorful, familiar fruits and veggies introduce early math and are great for 

imaginative play too. Teach counting, number recognition, number sense and 

sorting. Cans are labeled with numeral, word and picture for extra support. 

 

Item #:  3803, 3804, 3805, 2844 

 

 
 

3-Letter Word Puzzles 

These colorful three letter puzzle card sets provide children with a great 

introduction to spelling and will help to expand their vocabulary. They will 

learn to spell by associating the object with the word and correctly assembling 

self-correcting puzzles. 

 

Item #:  3667 

 

 

 

3-Letter Word Puzzles 

Self-correcting puzzles feature kid-friendly pictures with corresponding 3-

letter words. Children just fit the pieces together to complete the pictures—and 

spell simple words! Includes 8 sturdy chipboard puzzles. 

 

Item #:  4000, 2293, 2294, 3999 

 

 
 

3-Letter Word Puzzles 

This set of three and four-letter puzzle cards provides children with an 

introduction to spelling. They can learn to spell by associating the object with 

the word and assembling the puzzle pieces. The puzzles are self-correcting. 

 

Item #:  3910 

 

 
 

3-Letter Word Puzzles 

This colorful set of three-letter and four-letter puzzle cards provides children 

with an introduction to spelling.They can learn to spell by associating the 

object with the word and correctly assembling the puzzle pieces.The puzzles 

are self-correcting. 

 

Item #:  2362 

 

 

 

3-Letter Word Puzzles 

Set of 10 three-letter word puzzles utilizing real photographs. 

 

Item #:  2582, 2583, 2584 
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Abacus 

This wooden “calculator” helps teach math skills, patterning and color 

recognition.  Slide and count the beads with this counting frame. 

 

Item #:  1893, 2955 

 

 
 

ABC Chalk Talk 

An interactive chalkboard that can hang on a wall or lie flat on a table. The 

ABC Chalk Talk! Electronic Learning Chalkboard features more than 30 touch 

sensors for learning the alphabet and letter sounds, numbers, colors, shapes and 

simple spelling. 

 

Item #:  2189, 1738 

 

 

 

Addition Match-ups 

Practice addition facts from 2 to 10 

 

Item #:  2460 

 

 
 

Alphabet Matching Puzzle 

26 alphabet matching puzzles encourage manipulative play while learning.  

Puzzles are self-correcting. 

 

Item #:  3219 

 

 
 

Alphabet Puzzle Cards 

Colorful puzzle pieces in the shape of each uppercase letter are a fun and 

interactive way to build alphabet awareness and letter recognition. Letters 

feature bold graphics to match each beginning sound. Includes 26 durable, 

two-piece puzzles measuring 5" 

 

Item #:  3544 

 

 

 

Alphabet Tracing Cards - Lower and Upper 

Use a dry erase marker to follow the directional arrows to trace the letter. 13 

cards with uppercase letters only. 

 

Item #:  3834 

 

 
 

Alphie Robot 

This Alphie robot figure will introduce your child to important skills and 

concepts from letter sounds and shape sorting to patterns, cause and effect, 

vocabulary development and much more. His buttons light up, he “sings” and 

plays music. 

 

Item #:  4070 
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Animal Discovery Box 

Introduce your child to the fascinating world of animals with this delightful set 

of four baby Einstein board books! 

 

Item #:  3237 

 

 
 

Ants on a Log 

Use colorful counting ants on soft plastic logs to practice 1-to-1 

correspondence, number comparisons, addition, subtraction, etc. Printed 

numbers are on one side, equivalent ants on the reverse. Set of 20 pieces 

includes 2 Rods of each number, 1-10. 

 

Item #:  2602 

 

 

 

Apple Tree Counting Set 

Our activity-filled box comes with 10 colorful tree mats labeled with numbers 

1 through 10, plus over 30 apples that belong in each picture! Kids just count 

out the apples to match the number printed on the mats. 

 

Item #:  3973 

 

 
 

a-to-z Lowercase Magnatab 

Children writing their first letters will get helpful up, down and sideways 

instructions via easy-to-follow arrows. A magnetic stylus pulls beads up to 

create solid lines. Children can erases with the tip of a finger. 

 

Item #:  4067, 4068, 4069, 2651 

 

 
 

A-to-Z Magnatab 

Children writing their first letters will get helpful up, down and sideways 

instructions via easy-to-follow arrows. A magnetic stylus pulls beads up to 

create solid lines. Children can erases with the tip of a finger. 

 

Item #:  3649, 3057, 3642, 3643, 3644 

 

 
 

Baby Animals Board Book 

Includes story-related tips that help extend the reading experience and 

emphasize key learnings. Engaging photographs and illustrations will delight 

your child while encouraging a love of reading. 

 

Item #:  4119 

 

 
 

Bear in a Square Activity Set 

Share the adventures of Bear as he wanders through all sorts of familiar 

environments, discovering different shapes along his way. Bear puppet with 10 

shapes included as well as instruction booklet with ideas for creative activities. 

 

Item #:  3512 
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Bears Counting & Sorting Pattern Kit 

This set of bears comes in two different sizes and includes color matching cups 

and laminated cards to work on math skills, logical thinking, visual perception, 

predictability, as well as fine motor skills. 

 

Item #:  3806, 3807 

 

 
 

Big Matching Card Game 

Twenty jumbo cards with pictures of animals that work on matching skills. 

 

Item #:  4021 

 

 
 

B is for bear 

This alphabet board book is perfect for children. Touch and feel pages, fun 

photographs, and cute rhymes. This brilliant book of first words is sure to 

become a family favorite. Each colorful page will stimulate your child's 

imagination! 

 

Item #:  3071 

 

 

 

BrainBox ABC Memory Game 

MindWare's BrainBox ABC is a colorful and fun first game that will improve 

your child's observation and memory skills while teaching the letters of the 

alphabet. 

 

Item #:  2802 

 

 
 

Brain Quest 

In a set of two fan-decks, Brain Quest 1st Grade features hundreds of questions 

and answers to help kids know exactly what they need to know. 750 questions 

and answers covering counting, spelling, vocab, and more. 

 

Item #:  3810 

 

 
 

Candy Land 

Playing cards thoughtfully designed for non-readers are coded with colorful 

squares matching the jeweled stepping-stone path or an occasional token 

matching one of the characters' symbols.  For 2 - 4 players. 

 

Item #:  4107 

 

 
 

Catch and Count Wooden Fishing Game 

Ten wooden numbered fish have metal tabs on top that are attracted to the 

magnet on the end of the fishing poles.Spin the worm on the game spinner to 

determine the number and color fish to catch. Great for two players or for 

independent play. 

 

Item #:  3379, 3651, 2770 
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Change a Sound Flip Books 

Give kids the targeted phonics practice they need to boost early reading 

skills—one sound at a time! Our easy-to-use books each focus on beginning, 

middle or ending sounds. Kids just flip the pages to create 3 to 4 simple words 

that change by one letter. 

 

Item #:  3259 

 

 

 

Chutes and Ladders 

Climb up and slide down in the exciting game of ups and downs.  Practice 

counting and turn taking 

 

Item #:  3716 

 

 
 

Color Rings Sorting Board 

This board offers hands-on practice matching colors with easy-grip rings and 6 

chubby pegs! 

 

Item #:  3900, 3901, 3612, 3613, 3323, 3324 

 

 
 

Count 'em up Popcorn 

Playful way to practice counting, numbers and stacking.  Includes 15 jumbo 

popcorn pieces to count into 5 different size bowls (printed with numbers 1-5).  

Builds number sense and recognition, and practice counting sets . 

 

Item #:  3798, 3799, 3800, 2947 

 

 
 

Count & Learn Turtle 

Press the light-up buttons on the Count and Learn Turtle to hear the friendly 

turtle say each number or teach simple addition.  Rollers introduce shapes, 

colors, instruments and add fun sounds into the melodies and sing-along songs; 

125+ songs. 

 

Item #:  4060 

 

 

 

Counting Animal Sets 

Rainbow Counting Dinosaurs - includes 6 color of  dinosaurs, 6 bowls, and 

tweezers. Supports color matching, counting, and fine motor skills 

 

Item #:  3953 

 

 
 

Counting Animal Sets 

Will help improve hand-eye coordination and fine motor skills development. 

Learn to add, count, sort & stack.  Great for teaching color recognition & basic 

mathematics concepts. Also,works well as fine motor skills toys for 

occupational therapy. 

 

Item #:  3394, 3657, 3441, 3442 
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Counting Cars 

Hands-on counting cars (1-10) that really roll! Kids just grab a car…look at the 

numeral and number word…and count out the matching number of passengers 

into the “seats.” 

 

Item #:  3898, 3899, 3260, 3784 

 

 
 

Counting Cones 

Kids simply snap the first scoop onto a number cone…then easily nest 

additional scoops on top to match the numeral printed on the cone—for 

frustration-free exploration of numbers and quantities through 10. 

 

Item #:  4137 

 

 
 

Counting Owls 

Stack these colorful owls to match the numbers (1–10) on the branch to build 

early counting skills and one-to-one correspondence. Explore color 

identification, sorting and patterning, number and quantity relationships, and 

much more. 

 

Item #:  2961 

 

 

 

Counting Pegs Box 

A fun way for children to learn numbers and how to count. This toy also helps 

with fine motor. 

 

Item #:  1200, 1849 

 

 
 

Double-Sided Magnetic Letter Tiles 

The translucent tiles feature an uppercase letter on one side and the 

corresponding lowercase letter on the other, so kids can connect them to 

sequence the alphabet, build simple words and phrases. Set includes 48 durable 

plastic tiles in 4 colors. 

 

Item #:  3998 

 

 

 

Easy To Read Photo Puzzles 

Increase sight word recognition develop phonics skills improve fluency build 

vocabulary motivate young readers and provide hands-on reading experiences. 

 

Item #:  2570, 2571, 2574, 2576, 2577, 2580 

 

 
 

Eric Carle Busy Book 

An engaging storybook and toy in one activity kit! Offers full-page 

illustrations, a story, figurines, and a playmat that bring the characters to life 

and ignite your child's imagination. 

 

Item #:  3903 
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Fisher Price Animal Matching Game 

Help kids build matching and memory skills using game pieces shaped like 

animals, 17 cards and 9 animals 

 

Item #:  3663 

 

 
 

Fisher Price Learning Happy Apple 

Each of the five chunky "slices" features a number along with a picture 

illustrating that number. When kids press the center "core" button, they'll hear 

fresh songs and fun phrases that teach them about the fruit, colors and numbers 

on each piece! 

 

Item #:  3792 

 

 

 

Fisher-Price Smart Stages Alphabet Pad 

When any of the 26 light-up A-Z buttons are pressed, your child will discover 

advanced animals, objects and more for each letter of the alphabet. Moving the 

slider up and down introduces advanced shapes and colors. 

 

Item #:  3415 

 

 
 

Flower Match Garden Florist set 

With various colors and shapes of flower buds, petals, and leaves, children can 

actually become flower arrangers by following the 12 different pattern cards to 

build matching flowers. Appropriate for children ages 3 years +. 

 

Item #:  1805 

 

 
 

Fox In The Box Positional Words Activity Set 

This game teaches positional word vocabulary, rhyming, and how to follow 

multi-step directions. Kids follow rhyming directions to place their cards in the 

proper place. 

 

Item #:  3668 

 

 
 

Froggy Boogie 

Memory Game.  Baby frogs try to be the first to hop around the pond without 

being seen by the adult frogs. Players guess or remember which adult frog 

popping eyes will freeze the baby frogs in their race. 

 

Item #:  3382 

 

 
 

Giant Sentence Building Cubes 

The super-size cubes are color-coded by part of speech, featuring nouns, verbs, 

adjectives, punctuation marks and more. Students simply arrange the cubes to 

build logical or silly sentences—again and again! 

 

Item #:  4127 
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Hi Ho Cherry-O 

Take turns picking pretend cherries, blueberries and apples from your tree and 

put them in your basket. Be the first to pick all the fruit from your tree and 

win! Helps build math skills 

 

Item #:  3720 

 

 
 

Hoot Owl Hoot Game 

Players help the owls fly back to their nest before the sun comes up. Play a 

color card and fly to that space. Draw a sun card, and you’re one step closer to 

the daylight. Help all the owls get home before the sun rises and everyone 

wins! 

 

Item #:  4147 

 

 

 

Hot Dots 

Kids learn number identification, number and set matching, number sequence, 

and more. Just touch any Hot Dots Jr. pen to the dot to hear a correct or 

incorrect answer response. 

 

Item #:  3004, 3191 

 

 
 

Hot Dots 

Set includes 36 double-sided cards for 72 learning activities including 

identifying a whole and its parts, before and after, and cause and effect.Touch 

the pen to an answer dot for positive reinforcement (correct responses) or 

gentle redirection 

 

Item #:  3191 

 

 

 

Leap Frog 2-in-1 Laptop Touch 

Learning laptop features a keyboard with letters A-Z and numbers 1-10, or 

swivel and transform it into a touch tablet. Five learning modes include ABCs, 

numbers, games, music and messages. 

 

Item #:  3774 

 

 
 

Leap Frog Drum 

This interactive drum introduces the alphabet and counting from 1-10. As it is 

tapped, letters, numbers and patterns flash on the top of the drum. Play one of 

four great learning modes that include: ABC, 123, Interactive Song and Follow 

the Beat. 

 

Item #:  3106 

 

 

 

Leap Frog Magnetic Letter Set 

Colorful letter tiles talk and sing to teach about the alphabet, build vocabulary 

and develop important skills for reading. Letter tiles stick to the fridge or any 

magnetic surface. 

 

Item #:  3520 
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Leap Frog Musical Turtle 

Little ones think and move quickly to find numbers and colors on Melody's 

shell or repeat patterns from memory. In Music mode, buttons light up to show 

little ones how to play familiar tunes. 

 

Item #:  3765 

 

 
 

Leap Frog Remote Control 

Learn about numbers, shapes, first words and more, while tuning into early 

learning concepts through imitation and pretend play. Listen to Scout play over 

65 songs, sounds and phrases that introduce first words. 

 

Item #:  3737 

 

 
 

Learning to Read! First Words 

First Words entices early readers to make the connection between letters and 

words!  Players build 16 words with short vowel sounds by assembling 

colorful puzzles. Challenge growing skills by flipping over the pieces. 

 

Item #:  3295 

 

 
 

Lucky Ducks Game 

This matching game combines developmental skills for young children. Offers 

all the benefits of a memory game in a format that's easier for little fingers than 

cards. Helps kids with shape recognition and color matching. 

 

Item #:  3515 

 

 
 

Magnetic Alphabet Fishing Set 

Alphabet skills are the “catch of the day” with this fun-filled fishing 

game…featuring alphabet fish that actually float! Kids simply cast their lines 

using a magnetic pole…and “reel in” all 26 floating fish! 

 

Item #:  3614 

 

 
 

Magnetic Alphabet Fishing Set 

Wooden fishing game enhances letter recognition, color recognition, hand-eye 

coordination, and math counting skills. Use doll magnet to search and pull 

fishes under iced lake and magnetic fishing poles to hook fish in the ocean. 

 

Item #:  3895 

 

 
 

Magnetic Alphabet Maze 

This sturdy  maze has colorful balloons that represent each letter of the 

alphabet, plus corresponding letter magnets. Use the attached magnetic wand 

to guide each letter into place—mastering letter identification & alphabet order 

with every match. 

 

Item #:  4128, 4003, 2311, 3629 
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Magnetic Color Match 

The sturdy wood maze features 8 “paint cans,” plus fun metal balls in 8 bright 

colors. Kids use the attached magnetic wand to guide the balls through the 

maze and drop them into their matching paint can, building color recognition 

and fine motor skills. 

 

Item #:  2794, 2795 

 

 

 

Magnetic Fishing Math Set 

Magnetic fishing set can be used to match numbers, colors, and to teach basic 

math skills. 

 

Item #:  3954 

 

 
 

Magnetic Letter Board - Lowercase 

Children get tons of practice making lowercase letters—with a fun magnetic 

board that lets them trace and retrace each letter of the alphabet! 

 

Item #:  2686 

 

 
 

Magnetic Picture Bingo 

Helps kids learn how to match as well as playing and participating in a game 

with others 

 

Item #:  3294 

 

 
 

Magnetic Shapes Maze 

Explore geometric shapes as you guide everyday objects through a fun 

magnetic maze! Practice good pencil grip using the magnetic wand on a 13" x 

14" hardwood maze. Features 3 object magnets for each shape, all permanently 

encased under a clear-view top. 

 

Item #:  4129, 4130, 4002, 2612 

 

 

 

Magnetic Sight Words 

Each colorful fish is printed with a high-frequency word. As children use the 

magnetic fishing pole to “catch” the fish, they learn to recognize sight-words 

more easily! 

 

Item #:  2796 

 

 
 

Matching Eggs - Counting 

This set contains 12 uniquely colored eggs that split in two, revealing a unique 

color, number, and combination of pegs 'n holes. With an easy-to-hold, smooth 

shape perfectly sized for kids. 

 

Item #:  3850, 3655 
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Matching Eggs - Numbers 

12 white eggs that open to colorful interiors with embossed 12 different 

numbers. Match the eggs by the interior shape, color and number of the "yolk" 

and then work at connecting the pieces together and store in the carton. 

 

Item #:  3842 

 

 
 

Match It! ABCs 

This set of 26 self-correcting puzzles (52 pieces) has each letter of the alphabet 

in lower and uppercase and a word starting with that letter on one card and an 

image on the other card. Kids develop their alphabet and sight word skills by 

matching them. 

 

Item #:  3911, 3912, 3956 

 

 

 

Match It! Counting 

This set of 30 puzzle cards (60 pieces), with puzzles counting from 1 to 20 and 

a second set counting from 1 to 10 again, provides children with an excellent 

introduction to the concepts of number recognition and counting. Puzzles are 

self-correcting. 

 

Item #:  3904, 3905, 3957, 4020 

 

 

 

Match It! Counting 

This set of 30 puzzle cards provides children with an excellent introduction the 

concepts of number recognition and counting. Each card features the number 

of pictures that are associated with the matching answer. Cards are self-

correcting. 

 

Item #:  2363 

 

 

 

Match It! Counting 

This matching puzzle game encourage manipulative play while learning to 

count up to 30 by matching quantity to number puzzle pieces.  Puzzles are self-

correcting. 

 

Item #:  3217 

 

 
 

Match It! Counting Memory 

This game includes 40 colorful game cards that teaches children number 

recognition and counting skills, develops memory, thinking and problem 

solving skills, and promotes cooperation skills. 

 

Item #:  2487 

 

 
 

Match It! First Words Memory 

30 matching pairs of sight words - Match the word to the picture. 

 

Item #:  2803, 3638 
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Match It! Mathematics 

Colorful pictures presenting simple subtraction and addition problems will 

teach your young child basic math, counting and numbers in a fun way 

 

Item #:  3090, 3909 

 

 
 

Match It! Numbers 

This 20 self-correcting puzzle set helps children with language development, 

problem solving, and learning numbers. 

 

Item #:  1570 

 

 
 

Match it! Rhyme 

Rhyme Match It! Educational Puzzle will introduce your child to the important 

language arts learning concepts - rhyming. This matching puzzle by the 

Learning Journey will make finding rhymes a fun game for your preschoolers 

or kindergarteners. 

 

Item #:  3293 

 

 

 

Match It! Sequencing 

20 sets of Sequencing puzzle cards introduce lifecycles or events that need to 

be ordered from left to right. The cards are self-correcting as no two puzzle 

cuts are the same. 

 

Item #:  3789 

 

 
 

Melissa & Doug Big Button Number Fun 

Five double-sided wooden boards with ten whimsical designs provide insets 

for 10 number cards. Everyone will have fun matching the correct number 

cards and shapes for each board! 

 

Item #:  3543 

 

 
 

Mini Rekenrek Counting Frame 

Rekenreks support the development of number sense and gain a better 

understanding of number relationships.  Encourage children to subtilize and 

think of numbers in groups.  Strengthen counting proficiency and develop 

addition and subtraction strategies. 

 

Item #:  3669, 3670, 3671 

 

 

 

Monkey Balance 

Monkey Balance helps kids understand quantity and number correlations.  

Multi-level game component helps teach and reinforce basic math skills. 

 

Item #:  3434 
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Monkey Math 

Monkey Math makes learning addition  a lot of fun. The goal of the game is to 

hang an equal number of bananas from each of the monkey's hands. If the 

addition is correct, the monkey will look straight ahead and his arms will be 

level. 

 

Item #:  3429 

 

 

 

Moo, Baa, La, La, La board book 

Moo, Baa, La La La! " is terrific for a broad age range of children. It's entirely 

functional, introducing tots to animals and teaching them the creatures' sounds. 

 

Item #:  3240 

 

 
 

Number Board Book 

This interactive book invites readers to follow along and count to ten while 

they learn all about the ocean. Readers learn about places, things, and animals 

that are related to the ocean. 

 

Item #:  3241 

 

 
 

Number Bots 

With just a few twists & turns, numbers transform into super-cool robots that 

kids can’t resist…boosting counting and number recognition skills as children 

play! Set of 10 robots, plus 5 operation symbols to build math problems. 

 

Item #:  2988 

 

 
 

Number puzzle boards and pegs 

This teaching tool provides progressive challenges as kids advance. Each 

number puzzle connects only to the puzzle board with the correct number of 

holes. Use the self-correcting puzzles alone, or combine them with the stacking 

pegs to practice counting. 

 

Item #:  2346 

 

 

 

Pengoloo Game 

This exciting penguin game helps children develop their memory and color 

matching skills while having fun with others. 

 

Item #:  3263 

 

 
 

Phonics Train 

Sorting mats make it easy for kids to identify beginning sounds! Children just 

select an activity mat, then find 3 picture tiles that match the sound on the 

train’s engine. Tiles are double-sided, with a picture on one side and picture 

and word on other. 

 

Item #:  3997, 2913 
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Pick Your Chickens Matching Game 

As children try to match all 6 chickens to the numbers, they will continuously 

develop their memory, thinking and problem solving skills. By interacting with 

other players, the game builds up a child's self-confidence and ability to 

cooperate with others. 

 

Item #:  4135 

 

 

 

Picture Perfect 

This neat item contains 16 colorful picture patterns that children can lay 

matching tiles onto a a plastic grid. Children learn color identification, 

matching, hand-eye coordination, and pattern recognition. For children 3 and 

over. 

 

Item #:  1480 

 

 

 

Poke-a-Dot 10 Little Monkeys 

What's more fun than a barrel of monkeys? How about a house full of `em? 

Kids will love poking the dots and hearing them pop as they learn to count 

down from ten in the favorite childhood rhyme "Ten Little Monkeys". 

 

Item #:  3753, 3430, 3431 

 

 
 

Poke-A-Dot An Alphabet Eye Spy 

Raised buttons pop in on every page of these fun, tactile books so kids can 

press them as they read along, and learn to count. In this newest addition, kids 

can pop the buttons as they sing the alphabet and search for all the different 

eye-spy elements. 

 

Item #:  3424, 3425, 3509 

 

 

 

Poke-a-Dot Old McDonald's Farm 

How many animals does Old MacDonald have on his farm? Count them all 

with this one-of-a-kind "pop-at-tronic" book. This poke-able popping dots 

book lets kids keep track of how many animals are on each page. It's a great 

way to learn to count to ten! 

 

Item #:  3754, 3755, 3433 

 

 

 

Poke-a-Dot The Wheels on the Bus Wild Safari Tour 

These fun, tactile books help kids learn to count-without losing count!  As they 

pop the dots to count each group of animals, they'll learn to count from 1 to 10. 

 

Item #:  3251, 3000 

 

 
 

Poke-a-Dot What's Your Favorite Color? 

These fun, tactile books help kids learn to count--without losing count! Raised 

buttons pop in on every page so kids can press them as they count in this 

casebound book with ten spreads and 30 poke-able dots. Using irresistible 

click-to-count buttons, 

 

Item #:  3201, 3422, 3423 
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Poke-a-Dot Who's In The Ocean 

Out in the ocean where the big waves roar, tons of different creatures come out 

to explore. Kids can count them all as they read along with this bouncing 

rhyme. With beautiful, colorful illustrations and irresistible click-to-count 

buttons, kids will love 

 

Item #:  4139 

 

 

 

Pop & Add to 12 

This game prompts children to use fun dice poppers to create an addition 

problem with a sum up to 12, then place the matching number of dog bones on 

the write & wipe game board.  To solve the problem, kids just count the bones, 

then write the answer. 

 

Item #:  3464 

 

 

 

Pop and Add to 20 

Children use dice poppers to create an addition problem with a sum up to 20 

and place the matching number of apples on the game board. To solve the 

problem, kids just count the apples, then write the answer on the board with a 

dry erase marker. 

 

Item #:  3463, 2818 

 

 

 

Pop and Add to 30 

Children use dice poppers to create an addition problem with a sum up to 20 

and place the matching number of apples on the game board. To solve the 

problem, kids just count the apples, then write the answer on the board with a 

dry erase marker. 

 

Item #:  3462 

 

 

 

Positions Match Me Game 

Players gain an understanding of 16 position concepts by matching words with 

easy-to-identify positions. Boards feature photographs and words on front; 

photographs on front. 

 

Item #:  3992 

 

 
 

Sample Equipment Group 

A fun play map. 

 

Item #:  3468 

 

 
 

Sandpaper Lowercase Alphabet 

This item includes 26 sandpaper letters in lowercase. Consonants are on pink 

wooden boards and vowels on blue boards. 

 

Item #:  2485 
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Sandpaper Numbers 

Ten sandpaper numerals 0-9 mounted on green board and presented in a 

wooden box. To teach the child the written symbol for numbers 1 - 10. 

 

Item #:  2484 

 

 
 

Seeds For The Birds Game 

A Helping Game that's as easy as 1-2-3! Uh-oh! The baby birds are hungry. 

Players help Mama Bird feed her little babies by turning over cards one at a 

time and gathering seeds. But watch out! The squirrel likes seeds too and 

sometimes he takes them! 

 

Item #:  4145 

 

 

 

See Inside Counting Tubes 

from 1 to 10 has never been so much fun! Kids just grab a numbered 

tube…then press the tube over a ball to pick it up—counting each ball as they 

go! 

 

Item #:  4152, 3203 

 

 
 

Seek-a-Boo Memory Game 

An engaging way to build your child's vocabulary and improve memory skills 

with matching and repetition. Peek under "SEEK ME" circles looking for a 

match to "FIND ME" squares. Large laminated cards are high-quality, bright 

and color-coded by 6 categories. 

 

Item #:  3652, 4019 

 

 

 

Sequence for Kids 

Play a card from your hand, place your chip on a corresponding character on 

the board… When you have 4 in a row, it’s a SEQUENCE and you win! 

 

Item #:  4015 

 

 
 

SET Junior 

SET Junior contains a colorful two-sided game board, 27 tiles, and 24 point 

chips. Each tile has a set of 1-3 geometric shapes in a variety of colors. 

 

Item #:  4014 

 

 
 

Shapes Board Books 

This book is fun from the very start. Just point to the shape and do your part: 

say circle, triangle, square, or heart! 

 

Item #:  3239 
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Shape Sorting Clock 

This wooden clock helps children with learning their numbers and shapes as 

well as practicing telling time. 

 

Item #:  2265, 3089 

 

 
 

Sight Words Bingo 

Children love to play this hands-on, interactive game. They practice reading 46 

words from common vocabulary lists. Unique, 6-way format adapts to a 

variety of skill levels and is a fun learning supplement. 

 

Item #:  2950, 2951, 2805 

 

 
 

Simple Addition & Subtraction Puzzles 

Teach and reinforce essential early skills with these 20 self-checking, five-

piece puzzles. Each puzzle features a center piece and four matching puzzle 

pieces. These plastic-coated puzzles are durable and easy for small hands to 

manipulate. 

 

Item #:  2791 

 

 

 

Smart Snack Stack & Count Layer Cake 

A delicious way to recognize, order and count numbers from 1-10. Chocolate 

and vanilla make it easy to sort odd and even numbers. Decorations on top 

invite counting. With a different color frosting for each, 10 stackable layers 

help build motor skills. 

 

Item #:  3719, 3717 

 

 

 

Snap n Learn ABC Elephants 

Colorful elephants printed with letters A-Z build alphabet and fine motor 

skills. Elephants snap together from trunk to tail for easy lessons in sequencing 

and color matching. 26 elephants in 5 colors. 

 

Item #:  3653 

 

 
 

Sorting Eggs 

Learn shapes by sorting each shell into its own carton spot. Six different 

face/shell combinations included. Press down gently on their heads to hear 

them cheep! Best of all, no batteries are needed. 

 

Item #:  3405 

 

 
 

Spot It Jr.! 

Each card features six different animals in various sizes. Any two cards have 

exactly one animal in common. The player who spots the animal in common 

wins the card. For 2-6 players. 

 

Item #:  2958 
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Super Sorting Pie 

This item teaches early number skills and colors.   Sorting cards that slip into 

the bottom provide visual cues.  Reinforces fine motor skills when children use 

jumbo tweezers, featuring depressions that guide little hands into the proper 

pincer grip. 

 

Item #:  2329, 2194 

 

 

 

Tasty Treats Felt Book 

Food themed felt book with games highlighting counting, color matching, and 

object matching along with Tic Tac Toe. 

 

Item #:  3691 

 

 
 

Telling Time Watch Puzzles 

Kids fit together 10 fun-to-solve puzzles, they practice time-telling skills—in 

analog and digital forms. Each puzzle is self-correcting, so children will 

always know the right time! 

 

Item #:  2290, 2291 

 

 
 

Textured Touch and Trace Cards - Lower Case 

Multisensory experience for learning alphabet letter recognition and correct 

letter formation.  Comes with 26 textured lowercase cards. 

 

Item #:  3253 

 

 
 

Textured Touch and Trace Cards - Upper Case 

These textured cards allow children to feel and trace uppercase letters to help 

master letter recognition skills. Directional dots and arrows indicate where to 

start and stop the tracing pattern. See it! Say it! Touch it! Trace it! 

 

Item #:  3252 

 

 
 

Time Bingo 

Time Bingo is more than just a game- it can help teach time skills that all 

children need to learn.  Time Bingo will provide great early learning practice 

and supply lots of fun! 

 

Item #:  2245 

 

 
 

Turn & Tell Clock 

This clock features hands that rotate with a click,  large red numbers to match 

the hour hand, small blue numbers to match the minute hand, and a segmented 

disk to help visualize "quarter past" & etc.  Also included are 13 double-sided 

cards for practice. 

 

Item #:  2266 
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VTech Chomp & Count Dino 

Feed the Chomp and Count Dino a healthy treat! Put one of the brightly 

colored play pieces in the dino's mouth, and watch as he eats and recognizes 

each piece. You can play in either meal mode or counting mode. 

 

Item #:  3955 

 

 
 

VTech Tablet 

Introduce learning skills like counting, letters, basic math, words and more 

with 12 interactive activities. Create musical tunes with the built-in piano 

keyboard or experience imaginative play with a play camera & A-Z keyboard. 

 

Item #:  3608 

 

 
 

Who's Your Monkey Matching Game 

Be the first to match your monkeys with the right clothing! Promotes thinking 

and learning, cooperation skills, and tactile and motor development. Helps 

develop problem-solving abilities while building confidence and boosts self-

esteem. 

 

Item #:  4136 

 

 

 

Wooden Alphabet Dice 

Each wooden dice has three upper and three corresponding lower case letters.  

Great for letter identification and beginning site word recognition.   Handy 

carrying case included. 

 

Item #:  2486 

 

 
 

Write-A-Mat - Numbers 

Bright counting pictures and traceable numbers will make learning numbers 

fun with this double-sided learning placemat.  Can be used with a #2 pencil.  

Erasable. 

 

Item #:  2704 

 

 
 

Zingo Sight Words 

Zingo! Sight Words is a fun and interactive word game that brings fast-paced 

excitement and learning to the classic game of Bingo!  Sight words are the 

most frequently used words in the English language and make up about 50-

75% of all written material. 

 

Item #:  3666 

 

 

 

Zoophabet Books 

Easy to read book featuring full color illustrations of the animals you would 

find in a zoo. The whole alphabet is used to identify each animals and what 

they do. A great way for young children to practice reading. 

 

Item #:  3070 
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Category:  Adapted Toys - Switches  

 

Adapted Dance and Move Beat Bow Wow 

Activated by a switch.  Lights, sounds and songs play while Bow Wow’s head 

bobs. 

 

Item #:  3342 

 

 
 

Adapted Dog 

This adorable, lifelike little pup walks, nods head, and makes realistic sounds. 

when his playmate activates a switch. 

 

Item #:  3760, 3341 

 

 
 

Animagic Kitty Adapted 

Adapted toy - Pink bow lights up and AniMagic kitten purrs and meows 

 

Item #:  3122 

 

 
 

AT Water Toy 

To use this fun water toy simply fill the tray, hit a switch and water squirts out 

of the hose, splashing through the water wheel. The hose can easily be attached 

to a pail, glass or sand toy. You can also use the toy to water plants or wash toy 

cars. 

 

Item #:  1553 

 

 

 

Big Buddy Button Switch 

This switch is easy to activate and designed for activation no matter where 

pressed. 

 

Item #:  3334, 4037, 4038, 4039 

 

 
 

Carnival Tube 

A simple swipe at the mounted tube creates lights, music and vibration.  Watch 

and listen as a rainbow of multi-colored beads and lights cascade through the 

tube. Can also be used as a switch. Individual rewards can be turned on or off. 

 

Item #:  3603 

 

 
 

Desktop Busy Box 

This compact-size busy box provide multisensory stimulation. Spin the cube 

and discover diverse tactile experiences, mirror, multicolored lights, music and 

vibration. Press the cube’s red plate to hear your 10-second pre-recorded 

message. 

 

Item #:  3142 
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Entangled Dome 

They’re sure to take a shine to this glow-in-the-dark sensory toy. Press 

anywhere on the dome, its base or rim, to activate lights, music and vibration. 

A terrific toy for increasing visual and auditory attention and tactile awareness. 

 

Item #:  3602 

 

 
 

Five Function Activity Center 

Activate the bright yellow plate which activates an AM/FM radio (included), a 

large red plate which vibrates when pressed, a wooden roller sounds a buzzer, 

a pull ball turns on a music box, and a large orange plate turns on a bright light. 

 

Item #:  2860 

 

 
 

Flying Under the Clouds 

The airplane flies under the clouds while music and jet sounds play when you 

activate your capability switch. Great for promoting visual tracking and 

teaching cause and effect. 

 

Item #:  2749 

 

 
 

Jumbo Green Switch 

This very sensitive, easy to use switch is available with lights, music and 

vibration. It provides the user with great visual, auditory, and tactile 

stimulation. Has individual on/off switches for controlling the three stimuli. 

 

Item #:  1582 

 

 
 

Learn & Dance Interactive Zoo- Adapted 

Go on safari with this interactive toy that teaches children about animals in the 

wild. Four colorful buttons on the toy’s base and four colorful plates atop its 

trees introduce animal friends with short, playful songs. 

 

Item #:  3604 

 

 
 

Lighted Musical Tunes 

Vibrates and plays 6 songs! Lighted Musical Tunes provides a total multi-

sensory experience. Just activate the large 7" textured orange switch plate to 

experience bright lights and soft vibration while listening to six high-fidelity 

songs. 

 

Item #:  3145 

 

 

 

Mini Bubble Blower 

This Adapted Mini Bubble Blower is the ideal bubble machine for adapted 

play. Just plug in your own capability switch and fill your space with bubbles!  

To Activate hold the switch down. To deactivate release the switch. 

 

Item #:  3371 
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Mini UV Mirror Bead Chain 

Press the mirrored background and ultraviolet LEDs create dramatic colors on 

the colorful UV reactive bead strands while playing soothing music. Great 

visual and tactile effects. 

 

Item #:  2305 

 

 
 

Mirror Plate Switch w/Beads 

This switch has beads, lights, unbreakable mirror, music, and vibration.  It 

provides tactile, visual, and auditory sensory stimulation and activation 

feedback.  Also operable through use of an ability switch. 
 

Item #:  3893 

 

 
 

Multiple Message Communication Devices 

Talk/Tech 8 Button Augmentative Communication Device. 

 

Item #:  3659 

 

 
 

Multiple Message Communication Devices 

This device allows two ten second messages to be recorded.  Buttons are large 

and pictures can be placed under the clear plastic covers. 

 

Item #:  2862 

 

 
 

Multiple Message Communication Devices 

Program 4 different messages.  Each button is a different color and has an area 

for a picture. 

 

Item #:  2640 

 

 
 

Multiple Message Communication Devices 

Cheap Talk 8 allows you to record and re-record eight messages with 37.5 

seconds per message. Each 2" square has an easy-to-remove plastic protective 

cover to hold words and/or pictures. 

 

Item #:  2848 

 

 
 

Multiple Message Communication Devices 

Four message communicator in-line with color coded squares. 

 

Item #:  2861 

 

 
 

Music & Light Caterpillar 

Activate your capability switch or push the pink button on its back and it will 

play 16 different songs while its four colorful lights flash in time to the music. 

 

Item #:  3144 
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Musical Bead Chain 

This bead chain is great for developing the concept of cause and effect while 

also providing great tactile and auditory stimulation. Any movement of the 

beads will turn on a built-in music box. It can also be used a switch. 

 

Item #:  2608 

 

 
 

Musical Light Box 

This multi-purpose musical light box can be used as a bright backlight for 

tracing or as a light source for people with visual impairments. Increases visual 

attention. 

 

Item #:  2222 

 

 
 

Musical Light Box 

This multi-purpose musical light box can be used as a bright backlight for 

tracing or as a light source for people with visual impairments. Increases visual 

attention. This item uses a large plug switch. 

 

Item #:  2476 

 

 
 

Oval Texture Slant Switch 

Compelling oval textured switch with slight slant.  Measures 4.5" 

 

Item #:  2371 

 

 
 

Pal Pad Assistive Switches 

Pal Pads are pressure-activated membrane switches requiring the slightest 

touch (1.2 ounces of force), whether it comes from directly above or at a 

shallow angle. Equipped with a standard plug. 

 

Item #:  4076 

 

 
 

Penguin Roller Coaster 

This adorable roller coaster works by using a switch to make the four little 

penguins climb to the top of the iceberg and then speed down the slide to the 

bottom. 

 

Item #:  2336 

 

 
 

Pinch Switch 

Compact switch is easy to activate and small enough to be held in a child's 

hand. 

 

Item #:  3892 
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Plasma Star 

Sound or switch activated! Watch the flat panel disk show an amazing display 

of plasma light. This fantastic light disk responds to music, voice or your 

capability switch. 

 

Item #:  2297 

 

 
 

Plate Switch 

This brightly-colored plate switches respond to even the slightest touch. 

Ergonomically designed so that user needs only to make the slightest 

movement to contact the sloping plate. Suction cups are provided for ease of 

attachment to most surfaces. 

 

Item #:  2221 

 

 

 

Pull Ball 

Like having a miniature tetherball court in your home or classroom, this best-

selling multi-sensory toy lights up and plays music when users pull on the ball. 

 

Item #:  3606 

 

 
 

Roll & Learn Turtle Adapted 

Press your capability switch and hear colors, action words, sounds and insect 

names. Turtle has fifty-five different songs, melodies, sounds and phrases. 

Colorful gears move when you spin them. 

 

Item #:  2847 

 

 
 

Single Message Communication Devices 

This communication device records a single 20 second message. The message 

will play by pressing the button. 

 

Item #:  1196 

 

 
 

Single Message Communication Devices 

The BIGmack Communicator allows a single message up to 120 seconds in 

length to be recorded. 

 

Item #:  2742 

 

 
 

Small Basic Switch 

Switch activates no matter where pressed on the top. Change the color of the 

switch top to meet vision or other needs with a choice of red, blue, yellow and 

green tops. Includes a clear snap cap for symbol use. 

 

Item #:  4041, 4042 
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Small Basic Switch 

A durable and reliable single switch that requires only the slightest touch of its 

2.5" surface for activation. Auditory and tactile feedback. Requires 3.5 ounces 

to activate. 

 

Item #:  1946, 1748 

 

 
 

Small Basic Switch 

Switch activates no matter where pressed on the top. Change the color of the 

switch top to meet vision or other needs with a choice of red, blue, yellow and 

green tops. 

 

Item #:  3456, 3457 

 

 
 

Small Basic Switch 

Switch activates no matter where pressed on the top. Change the color of the 

switch top to meet vision or other needs with a choice of red, blue, yellow and 

green tops. Includes a clear snap cap for symbol use. 

 

Item #:  3455, 4040 

 

 
 

Small Basic Switch 

Button Click Switch is a capability switch that provides momentary output 

when activated by just 40 grams of pressure. Use it with toys or with other 

adapted devices. The blue case and yellow button help it stand out. 

 

Item #:  3113 

 

 
 

Small Basic Switch 

A high quality and dependable switch. Meets most needs of switch users. It 

features a 2½ inch activation surface and is recommended for all who can 

access a smaller target area. 

 

Item #:  2232, 2233 

 

 
 

Switch Activated Car 

Plug your switch into our switch adapted Police Car and watch it go! 

Fun lights and sounds. Great for visual tracking and teaching cause-effect. 

 

Item #:  3398, 3399 

 

 
 

Textured Saucer Switches 

Large saucer switches with textures.  The slightest movement activates the 

device of your choice. 

 

Item #:  2753 
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UFO Busy Box 

This toy is on a lazy Susan that makes it easy to spin. When the brightly 

colored buttons are pushed they make different UFO sounds. When the button 

in the center is pressed the lights and vibrations are activated. 

 

Item #:  1310 

 

 
 

Vtech Learn & Spin Aquarium 

Press the blue water spout and watch it spin, light up and play music. Each 

time the plunger is pressed you will hear a playful phrase, a fun sound or a 

short tune. Three colorful buttons introduce animals, colors, numbers and play 

music. 

 

Item #:  3795 

 

 

 

Wobble Switch 

The wobble switch can be mounted vertically on a base and secured with four 

rubber suction cups to make it easy to use. 

 

Item #:  1212 

 

 
 

Wobble Switch 

Easy to activate by side swipe motion. 

 

Item #:  1848 
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Category:  Auditory Musical  

 

Around the Town Learning Table 

Head to the zoo and spin the roller to hear songs about animals – or press 

buttons to learn shapes. Take a trip to the farm and open & close the barn door 

to be greeted by a different farm friend. *Does not include removable phone 

piece* 

 

Item #:  3831 

 

 

 

Babble & Rattle Microphone 

Just like a real microphone, this interactive microphone amplifies your child’s 

voice, and the puppy button encourages them to sing along with the songs. 

Turn the ring to introduce twelve different animals and their sounds or hear 

playful melodies. 

 

Item #:  3979 

 

 

 

Baby Einstein Sea Dreams Soother 

Soft lights and 25 plus minutes of classical music will soothe child. There are 4 

soothing modes: melodies lights motion, melodies only, ocean sounds lights 

motion, and ocean sounds only.  Kids will also enjoy unique underwater light 

effect. 

 

Item #:  4121 

 

 

 

Black Shimmer Tambourine 

Fun shimmer tambourine. 

 

Item #:  3358 

 

 
 

Bop A Tune Musical Drum 

Children can compose their own tunes by pressing each of the textured 

bellows. With 8 different sounds, they will learn about differences in sounds, 

experimenting, predicting, cause & effect, and discovery. 

 

Item #:  4050 

 

 
 

Color Kaleidoscope 

The Color kaleidoscope introduces young children to primary and secondary 

colors in three languages through lights and melodies. It can be set to three 

different languages and comes with two play modes, Melodies and Color 

Learning. 

 

Item #:  2236 
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Crib Piano 

This has crib or floor piano has music, lights and teaches the ABC's and 

numbers. 

 

Item #:  3338 

 

 
 

Drum and Instrument Set 

Start the parade! Even very young musicians can shake, rattle and thump these 

easy-to handle toy instruments and drum.  All pieces store easily inside of the 

drum. 

 

Item #:  3119, 4022, 3255 

 

 
 

Drum and Instrument Set 

Drum offers loads of fun to your child. It comes with drumsticks and a 

tambourine and a handle that makes it easy for your child to carry. Your child 

will love making music with this toy drum set. 

 

Item #:  3331 

 

 
 

Drum and Tambourine 

Lights up and plays music while banging on drum and tambourine.  Fits well 

on trays. 

 

Item #:  4077 

 

 
 

Egg Shakers 

These fun and bright egg shakers are easy to hold and make music with small 

movements. 

 

Item #:  3843, 3844, 3845, 3846, 3847, 3848, 1236 

 

 
 

Electronic keyboard 

More than just a toy. Children will have lots of fun playing the 32 keys right 

from the start. It includes 100 timbres and 50 rhythms. The keyboard can 

switch between a piano and organ sound. It has a built in grip for safe 

transport. 

 

Item #:  3751 

 

 

 

Fisher Price Bongo Drum 

Children can tap the bongo drums while sitting up and they will be rewarded 

with music and lights. The drum can also be snapped together to roll along the 

floor to encourage a child to crawl or walk. It plays four songs and has colorful  

lights. 

 

Item #:  3733 
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Fisher Price Rock & Learn Guitar 

Kids will love rocking out to their favorite songs. With two modes of play, 

Learning & Music, children will learn about ABCs, numbers, colors, shapes 

and more! 

 

Item #:  3738 

 

 
 

Gigantic Keyboard 

All children can create music on this colorful huge keyboard pad. Children are 

able to pick from eight instruments to play. 

 

Item #:  3339, 3528, 2603 

 

 
 

Hand Drum Piano 

Help your child improve cognitive skills of colors, animals and musical 

instruments. While enjoying music and playing around, they will exercise 

finger flexibility, improve hand-eye coordination, awareness about music, 

colors, instruments and animals. 

 

Item #:  3277 

 

 

 

Hape Piano 

Baby Einstein Hape Magic Touch Piano Musical Toy will create thousands of 

different songs. Crafted from wood, this piano toy features magic touch 

technology so no buttons or keys are needed. 

 

Item #:  3952, 3403 

 

 
 

Laugh Learn & Sing Music Player Puppy 

Press the colorful buttons to hear playful songs, sounds and phrases that 

introduce the alphabet, numbers, shapes, colors and more! 

 

Item #:  3982 

 

 
 

Leap Frog Laptop Scout 

Interactive laptop toy plays music and lights up when buttons are pressed. 

 

Item #:  3736 

 

 
 

Little Tikes Tap-a-Tune Piano 

The Tap-a-Tune Piano has four colorful, easy-to-press keys that make a soft 

sound. 

 

Item #:  4078, 3516 
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LP Shaker - White 

This shaker sound great and you can turn out the lights and watch them glow! 

 

Item #:  3350, 3351, 3352, 3353, 3354, 3355, 3356 

 

 
 

Meowsic Keyboard 

Plays 20 familiar songs plus 7 witty kitty tunes and has retractable mic that 

amplifies child's voice.  Child can control the beat and tempo and device can 

record. 

 

Item #:  3448 

 

 
 

Mini Orchestra Bells 

Easy to hold instruments that make it easy for children to keep the beat and 

work on gross motor skills. Toy contains a small ball that could be a choking 

hazard. Not appropriate for children under 3 years of age. 

 

Item #:  3343, 3344, 3978 

 

 
 

Mozart Magic Cube 

This is a neat toy that teaches children sounds and how to recognize 

instruments. It builds the foundation for early learning skills. 

 

Item #:  3116, 3732 

 

 
 

Musical Drum 

This drum has colorful lights and 3 modes of play - background music, drum 

sounds or funny sounds! Plays music as it rolls on the floor. 

 

Item #:  3568 

 

 
 

Music and Lights Butterfly 

Plays 18 different songs! Just hit the butterfly's button and the multi-colored 

blinking lights dance around the Butterfly while children’s favorite music 

plays. Each hit activates a new song.   Great for visual tracking. 

 

Item #:  1528, 1529, 1532 

 

 
 

Music Blocks 

Each side of these five colorful blocks play a different phrase of music chosen 

from three musical themes. Press on one block and a phrase of music plays. 

Press on the red button in front and the phrases of music on each block plays 

from left to right. 

 

Item #:  3147 
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Ocean Orchestra Musical Toy 

Exciting large, colorful buttons reinforces the world of colors, numbers, 

classical melodies, and content in a multitude of languages including English, 

Spanish, and French. 

 

Item #:  2959 

 

 
 

Parade Drum 

This children toy drum set is made of wood and polyester, sturdy and durable, 

lightweight and portable due to the carrying strap 

 

Item #:  3886 

 

 
 

Peek-a-Boo Soother 

This soother features a glowing waterfall with motion. The waterfall cascades 

gently into a pool of bubbles and a bobbling fish, while a monkey and frog 

play peek-a-boo in the leaves. Choose up to 18 minutes of classical music, 

lullabies, or rain forests 

 

Item #:  1903 

 

 

 

Playgo Guitar 

Simple in design and function, this little music guitar packs a ton of fun for a 

little one. With rockin sounds, fun lights, and multiple buttons, your little ones 

brain will be active and engaged from the first press of a button! 

 

Item #:  3332 

 

 
 

Rhythm Cluster Bells 

Rhythm Band Cluster Bells are equipped with 3 crystal-clear bells mounted on 

a hand strap. The bells produce a nice, soft jingle sound 

 

Item #:  3345, 3346, 3347, 3348, 3349 

 

 
 

Rock Star Guitar 

This toy guitar with lots of push buttons is fun for kids who like to make 

music!  Kids can set different tones and play notes. 

 

Item #:  2853 

 

 
 

Take Along Tunes 

This musical toy plays classical music. It promotes hand-eye coordination, and 

sound discovery. 

 

Item #:  1378 
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Tambourine 

Child-sized plastic tambourine that creates a variety of sounds. 

 

Item #:  4075 

 

 
 

Tambourine 

Child-sized plastic tambourine that creates a variety of sounds and provides a 

variety of textures to touch. 

 

Item #:  2178 

 

 
 

The Whistle Tambourine - Red 

This tambourine has a whistle at the top and tambourine. 

 

Item #:  3357 

 

 
 

Touch Magic Guitar 

Little touches. Big learning. Amp up the learning fun and create and perform 

music while building motor skills and confidence.  Includes guitar, percussion 

and special effect sounds—even applause.  Ten different learning songs to 

choose from. 

 

Item #:  3817, 3002 

 

 

 

VTech Cuddle & Sing Puppy 

Press the buttons on the friendly puppy to hear sing-along songs, playful 

melodies and fun phrases. Give the puppy a hug while you learn about 

numbers and objects. The soft puppy features different textures to encourage 

touching and cuddling. 

 

Item #:  3980 

 

 

 

VTech Discovery Nursery Farm 

Lots of cheerful melodies, nursery rhymes, and an easy to turn book to learn 

and discover. And with many features to push, roll and rotate, kids will also 

develop fine motor skills while having lots of fun with animals. 

 

Item #:  2447 

 

 
 

VTech KidiBeats Drum Set 

Kids can drum freestyle or play along to nine pre-set melodies in a variety of 

musical styles. Or for more structured play, they can follow the lights on the 

drums as they hear about letters and numbers. 

 

Item #:  3529 
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VTech Twinkle & Learn Tambourine 

Music, sounds and lights teach your child rhythm, numbers and counting. 

 

Item #:  3735 

 

 
 

Wrist Bells 

Child-sized wrist bells with velcro that create a variety of sounds and provide a 

variety of textures to touch. 

 

Item #:  2519, 2520 

 

 
 

Xylophone 

Two instruments in one! Colored chimes produce a wide range of tones 

making any tune possible and letting your child experiment musically. 

 

Item #:  3526, 3074 

 

 
 

Xylophone 

Kids can tap the colorful bars to create music, then grab the handle and wheel 

this xylophone when they are on the go! 

 

Item #:  2321, 2357 
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Category:  Daily Living  

 

4 oz. Nosy Drinking Cup 

This cup is designed to help children with little or no shoulder flexion, wrist 

extension or head/neck movement to drink from a cup. It is dishwasher safe 

and made of plastic. 

 

Item #:  3435, 3439, 3436 

 

 
 

Honey Bear Drinking Cup 

This adorable cup helps children learn to suck through a straw. This cup allows 

you to control the flow of liquid into a child’s mouth by gently squeezing on 

the bear’s tummy to push liquid through the straw. 

 

Item #:  4132, 4133, 4134 

 

 
 

Maroon Spoon 

This spoon features a narrow, shallow bowl ideal for feeding therapy. Perfect 

for poor lip closure, oral hypersensitivity, or tongue thrust. Not for children 

with severe bite reflex. 

 

Item #:  3047, 3048, 3049, 3050, 3051, 3052 

 

 
 

Right-Handed Easie Eaters Utensils 

Lightweight and easy to grip curved eating utensils. 

 

Item #:  2969 

 

 
 

Time Tracker 

This visual timer helps teach children the concept of elapsed time and eases 

transition. 

 

Item #:  4149 

 

 
 

Utensil Cuff 

Soft, easy-to-clean nylon holder adjusts with VELCRO brand touch fasteners 

to fit any hand. 

 

Item #:  3889, 3890, 3891, 3861, 3864 
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Category:  DVD  

 

Teach2Talk: Action Verbs 

Helps teach children over 40 action verbs by using humor and song and by 

introducing each verb in a variety of contexts to help your child understand and 

start using these action words. 

 

Item #:  3233 
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Category:  Fine Motor  

 

12 Piece Jigsaw Puzzles - Pets 

This wooden 12 piece jigsaw puzzle with an image of a cat on it will challenge 

your child to develop their fine motor skills 

 

Item #:  3917, 3918, 3919, 3920 

 

 
 

5 Sided Activity Center 

5-Sided Wooden Activity Center features spinning gears, busy bead and track 

mazes and animal friends flip action. 

 

Item #:  2389 

 

 
 

Abiligrip Foam Holder 

This foam holder helps children grip pencils, paintbrushes, and other utensils 

without slippage. They are made of a very light weight and soft foam. 

 

Item #:  2526, 3165, 3167, 3168, 3169, 3170, 3171, 3172, 3173, 3174, 3175, 

3176, 3177, 3178, 3179 

 

 
 

Above + Below Floor Puzzle 

This 48pc Above and Below puzzle teaches kids opposites! What's above? 

What's below? Teaches children to be inquisitive and observant. 

 

Item #:  4144 

 

 
 

Alphabet  Feel, Trace, and Write 

This set of 52 cards feature the upper and lower-case letters. Each card features 

a flocked letter (feel), a letter that can be traced, and a space to write the letter. 

The cards also feature an activity on back. Use with dry erase marker or 

crayon. 

 

Item #:  3714, 3715 

 

 

 

Animal Babies and Homes Puzzles 

Look for clues to join 3-piece puzzles together and discover special scenes of 

animal babies and their homes. Puzzles strengthen visual discrimination and 

classification skills. 

 

Item #:  3648 

 

 
 

Animal Blocks Shape Match 

Children can match the block shapes into the correct spot Each block shape has 

a different friendly animal on it and an activity like squeaking or rattling. This 

is a great way to develop fine motor skills, hand-eye coordination, and 

matching skills. 

 

Item #:  1487 
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Animal Puzzles--Pet Friends 

Join the heads and tails of each pet friend with large-scale, two-piece 

beginning jigsaw shapes.  Cat, dog, and fish. 

 

Item #:  4140 

 

 
 

Animal Sounds Farm 

The Little People Animal Sounds Farm brings hours of imaginative play from 

the farm right into a child’s world.  There’s so much for little hands to do on 

this farm, and as they get busy, they’re practicing grasping skills, too! 

 

Item #:  3585, 3078 

 

 
 

Baby Animals Puzzle Pairs 

Match mother and baby animal pairs.  Only matching pieces fit together, so 

kids can learn by trial and error. 

 

Item #:  3511 

 

 
 

Baby Animals Puzzle Pairs 

Match mothers and babies. The puzzle pairs picture an animal with its name on 

the left; and its baby and the word for its young in a piece that connects on the 

right. 

 

Item #:  2471 

 

 
 

Beginner Pattern Blocks 

This wooden toy helps develop fine motor skills, cognitive skills and hand-eye 

coordination. 

 

Item #:  3546 

 

 
 

Beginner Pattern Blocks 

Explore and analyze geometric shapes, dimensions, and spatial relationships 

with these brightly colored wooden blocks. Colors are bright and match 

traditional pattern blocks. 

 

Item #:  3977 

 

 
 

Beginner Pattern Blocks 

This wooden toy helps develop fine motor skills, cognitive skills and hand-eye 

coordination. 

 

Item #:  3264 

 

 
 

Big Knob Puzzle Jumbo Shapes 

This super-size, solid-wood puzzle features all the classic geometric shapes in 

chunky, 1/2"-thick pieces.  Extra-large knobs make it easy for small hands to 

remove each brightly colored piece. 

 

Item #:  3858, 3859, 3860 
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Big Knob Puzzles - Cars 

These fun and colorful puzzles have big  knobs that make it easier for children 

to  grasp. 

 

Item #:  1068 

 

 
 

Big Knob Puzzles - Farm Animals 

These fun and colorful puzzles have big  knobs that make it easier for children 

to  grasp. 8 pieces. 

 

Item #:  3547 

 

 
 

Big Knob Puzzles - Farm Animals 

These fun and colorful puzzles have big  knobs that make it easier for children 

to  grasp. 

 

Item #:  1663, 1069 

 

 
 

Big Knob Puzzles - In the Garden 

These fun and colorful puzzles have big knobs that make it easier for children 

to grasp. This puzzle includes a bird, a butterfly, and a flower. 

 

Item #:  4011 

 

 
 

Big Knob Puzzles - Sea Animals 

These fun and colorful puzzles have big  knobs that make it easier for children 

to  grasp. 

 

Item #:  1072 

 

 
 

Big Knob Puzzles - Zoo Animals 

These fun and colorful puzzles have big  knobs that make it easier for children 

to  grasp. 

 

Item #:  2386, 3782, 1070 

 

 
 

Boogie Board 

Writing and Drawing on LCD tablet is just like on the paper. Erase full screen 

images and words with only touch of a button fast. Click lock key of doodle 

pad to save the content, unlock the lock key to erase. 

 

Item #:  3706, 3707, 3708 

 

 
 

Boogie Board 

Digital tablet with Liquid Crystal Screen which glides smoothly to provide a 

writing surface as good as pen and paper. The Magic Sketch erases at the touch 

of a button, leaving behind a brand new writing surface.  Comes with templates 

and styluses. 

 

Item #:  3006 
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Brio Magnetic Blocks 

Vibrant, glossy blocks sized just right.  When they click and stick as the 

magnets inside adhere, they're captivating to little hands. Six blocks and two 

globes of wood in vibrant eye-pleasing colors, snap together as you stack them 

high. 

 

Item #:  3621 

 

 

 

Busy Ball Popper 

The busy ball popper is a fun way for children to develop hand-eye 

coordination and strengthen gross and fine motor skills.  Just press down on 

the activation button to start the music and lights and watch all the balls go 

down. 

 

Item #:  4073, 1425, 2765 

 

 

 

Busy Ball Popper 

This active toy features multiple ways to play and helps encourage a variety of 

developmental benefits like cause and effect, visual tracking, fine and  gross 

motor development. 

 

Item #:  3261 

 

 
 

Busy Bead Cube 

Multi-shaped and brightly colored beads swoop and slide along roller-coaster 

wires to encourage color and shape recognition and fine motor development. 

With a sturdy wooden base, this eye-catching activity will keep your child 

busy for a long time! 

 

Item #:  3793 

 

 

 

Busy Bead Cube 

This wooden cube has multiple wooden beads with different shapes and colors. 

Chidren can move the beads along the wire track. 

 

Item #:  3132 

 

 
 

Busy Bead Cube-Large 

Children have fun moving beads through the colorful wires.  Great for fine 

motor skills 

 

Item #:  2062 

 

 
 

Button Art 

Button Art is a great way for young children to develop hand-eye coordination 

and fine motor skills. Match and snap the chunky buttons to complete the 

picture 

 

Item #:  3319, 3650, 2877 
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Children of the World Floor Puzzle 

Crocodile Creek children of the world is a 36 piece floor jigsaw puzzle will 

delight all ages. This puzzle features 18 children from 18 different countries in 

traditional wear with a significant landmark, an animal associated with the 

country as well as s 

 

Item #:  3796 

 

 

 

Chunky Puzzle Farm Animals 

Extra thick wooden puzzle includes eight easy-grasp, chunky farm animal or 

barn pieces. Each piece can stand upright for pretend play and has a full-color, 

matching picture underneath. Encourages eye-hand, fine motor, and creative 

expression skills. 

 

Item #:  3814 

 

 

 

Chunky Puzzle Pets 

Extra thick wooden puzzle includes eight easy-grasp, chunky pet pieces. Each 

pet animal can stand upright for pretend play and has a full-color, matching 

picture underneath. Encourages eye-hand, fine motor and creative expression 

skills. 

 

Item #:  3633 

 

 

 

Chunky Puzzle Safari Animals 

Chunky wooden puzzle in Jungle Themed( Wild Animal Puzzle).  

• 7 colorful extra-thick puzzle pieces (lion, crocodile, elephant, hippo, giraffe, 

camel, zebra 

 

Item #:  3199 

 

 
 

Chunky Puzzle Shapes 

The Melissa & Doug Shapes Chunky Puzzle features 8 pieces of durable and 

easy-to-grasp wood that display bright colors, patterns, and shapes. Each piece 

is embedded in a contrasting color and has a matching full-color picture 

underneath. 

 

Item #:  3465 

 

 

 

Chunky Puzzle Shapes 

This solid shapes puzzle features 9 pieces of durable and easy-to-grasp wood 

that display bright colors and shapes. Each piece is embedded in a matching 

color with the shape name underneath. 

 

Item #:  3815 
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Chunky Transportation Puzzle 

Each piece of the vehicle's chunky puzzle has bold graphics with matching 

pictures underneath. It has plenty of amazing details and kid-friendly appeal to 

help start conversations, guide cognitive connections and keep young puzzlers 

coming back for more. 

 

Item #:  2762 

 

 

 

Clamp Bee To Hive 

Children can practice fine motor skills, eye hand coordination, and colors by 

using extra large tweezers to pick up bees and match them to the correct cove. 

 

Item #:  3491, 3674 

 

 
 

Color Fun Fish Bowl 

Your child will have fun developing fine motor skills with this equipment 

item.  It is also a great way to introduce colors and advance color recognition 

using its two play modes: learning and find it. 

 

Item #:  3447 

 

 
 

Color Me a Song 

As your child scribbles, the unit generates colorful music! The faster your child 

scribbles, the faster the music plays. Four instrument buttons let your child 

choose piano, banjo, trumpet and drum music -- in four different musical 

styles. 

 

Item #:  1900, 1519 

 

 

 

Colorpillar Magnetic Maze 

Use a magnetic wand to guide bright disks through the maze…then drop them 

into matching sections of the caterpillar. They boost pre-writing skills and 

practice sorting. Plus, the permanently sealed maze is fully contained. 

 

Item #:  4001 

 

 
 

Connectors Interlocking Building Discs 

The geometrically shaped flakes allow for an unlimited number of structures 

and objects. Teaches various skills such as pre-math, logic and creativity. 

 

Item #:  4138 

 

 
 

Construction Engineering Building Blocks 

This building set helps kids build fine motor skills, hand-eye coordination and 

enhances creativity while keeping them entertained for hours! Supports logical 

thinking, problem solving, and imagination. 

 

Item #:  3505 
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Count and Learn Cookie Jar 

A friendly voice counts the cookies from 1-10 as they are placed into the jar. It 

also asks children to insert a specific numbered cookie, rewarding with 

encouraging comments and sounds. 

 

Item #:  3452, 3453 

 

 
 

Crawl 'n Flutter Bee 

This loveable, light-up bee offers a wobble-and-roll action and fluttering wings 

which captivate children and encourage them to move or reach out to it.  Offers 

fun sights, silly sounds, and happy melodies. 

 

Item #:  2854 

 

 
 

Creation & Counting Cubes 

Small, colorful cubes are excellent for hands-on learning and promoting fine 

motor skills. Great teaching tool for early childhood math concepts. Can be 

used for color sorting, sequencing, patterns, counting, and more. 

 

Item #:  3743 

 

 
 

Crystal Bead Box 

Delight the senses with this quality-crafted block set! Stack in a different 

orders to form new and varying patterns. The possibilities are endless! Set of 8 

blocks includes 4 rectangle and 4 half-moon shapes. 

 

Item #:  1938 

 

 
 

Cylinder Pegs & Pegboard Set 

Create unique light-up patterns and designs with our translucent pegs and 

pegboards! Can be used with any light table. Kids just place the jumbo-sized 

pegs into a board—creating one-of-a-kind designs that really shine! 

 

Item #:  3971 

 

 
 

Dado Cubes 

These colorful cubes help children improve  hand strength, finger dexterity and 

coordination. Children also develop spatial awareness and problem solving 

skills. They can interlock the slits on each cube to create three-dimensional 

structures. 

 

Item #:  2095, 1768 

 

 

 

Differing Abilities Wooden Puzzles 

Beautifully illustrated puzzles show that kids of all abilities have a lot in 

common! Each sturdy hardwood puzzle features just 9-10 chunky pieces that 

are raised for easy handling…plus rounded corners for safety. 

 

Item #:  2031 
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Dinosaur knob puzzle 

These fun puzzles are a great way for children to practice matching, cognitive 

skills, and fine motor skills. 

 

Item #:  3303 

 

 
 

Discovery House 

Push, slide, open, close, turn-a learning home for kids where there's always 

more to explore! 5 play areas offer more than 75 learning responses. Children 

can learn opposites and daily routines and listen to fun songs and stories. 

 

Item #:  2129 

 

 
 

Dot 2 Dot Lacing Board 

These everyday shapes lacing boards are a fun way to develop fine motor 

skills, counting skills and attention span. The shapes include Kids lace in 

number order, starting at the 1, and lace up to 24. 

 

Item #:  1574, 1575, 1577, 1578 

 

 
 

Drop and Go Dump Truck. 

Drop a colorful rock into the top of this Cheerful dump truck toy and watch it 

tumble into the bucket! Learning toy develops motor skills by lifting the 

hinged bucket to unload the rocks and start again; a great early education toy 

for toddlers 

 

Item #:  3182 

 

 

 

Elephant Ball Popper 

The power of air pushes balls out of the elephant’s trunk. The trunk is 

adjustable so the play can advance as your child grows. 

 

Item #:  3413 

 

 
 

Eric Carle Puzzle 

Children will love piecing together these delightful images from The Very 

Hungry Caterpillar! Helps develop logic and problem-solving skills while 

working on jigsaw puzzles. 24 pieces. Completed puzzle size is 10" x 13" 

 

Item #:  3637 

 

 
 

Eric Carle Puzzle 

The vibrant images in this 24-piece puzzle bring the creature to life and 

provide plenty of entertainment. Finished double image puzzle measures 9" x 

12". 

 

Item #:  3635 
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Fantacolor Peg Board 

This bright and colorful peg board has large chunky pegs with 16 picture cards 

for decoration. 

 

Item #:  2778 

 

 
 

Farm Animal Cube Puzzle 

Each side of these solid wood cubes is part of a different farm animal puzzle. 

There are six different puzzles for children to work on. This puzzle helps with 

matching and fine motor skills. 16 pieces. 

 

Item #:  1586 

 

 
 

Farm Animals Sound Blocks with base 

Animals "sound off" when the two wooden cubes are properly placed in the 

wooden tray! Find the halves that match and listen to six realistic farm animal 

sounds. Develops visual perception and fine motor skills. 

 

Item #:  2319, 2620 

 

 
 

Farm Maze Puzzle 

This wooden puzzle includes nine adorable farm-themed pieces that slide 

around a farmyard on slotted tracks. The sliding pieces move freely around the 

puzzle, but can't be removed or lost. This great activity encourages hand-eye 

coordination. 

 

Item #:  2352, 3769, 3551 

 

 

 

Farm Number Puzzle 

Complete the 24-piece puzzle to reveal fun color photographs of farm animals, 

crops, and equipment. There’s one red barn, two tractors, three horses … count 

all the pictures up to 20 eggs! Thick and sturdy oversize pieces are easy for 

little hands. 

 

Item #:  3722 

 

 

 

Feed the Animal 

This fun game will help children build fine motor control, develop eye/hand 

coordination all while having a good time feeding the animal treats. 

 

Item #:  1203, 2016,1044 

 

 
 

Finger Puppets 

You can use these cute puppets anytime you want especially when you tell a 

story or sing a song for the kids. This is an effective tool for early education. 

They foster your kids creativity and enhance their expression & aid in parent-

child interaction. 

 

Item #:  3087, 3088, 3118 
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Fish Colors Small Knob Puzzle 

This fun small knob wood puzzle encourages color matching, language 

development and word recognition. 

 

Item #:  3553, 3265 

 

 
 

Fisher Price Shape Sorter 

You can take these blocks wherever you and your Child go! Where 

development comes into play Fine Motor: All that block-grasping and put & 

take play helps strengthen your Child's hand-eye coordination and dexterity. 

Problem Solving. 

 

Item #:  3522, 3609 

 

 

 

Flip Flop Egg Drop 

This toy builds hand-eye coordination.   Your child will  love trying to get the 

chicken's "eggs" (really marbles) to the bottom of the silo by pulling levers, 

turning dials, and other maneuvers. 

 

Item #:  2013 

 

 
 

Floor Puzzle 

Puzzle features a fun image for the season of the year. 12-piece puzzle is 12" x 

18" 

 

Item #:  2148, 2149, 2151, 2037, 2040 

 

 
 

Floor Puzzle 

24 extra-thick cardboard pieces.  Easy-Clean surface keeps puzzle looking 

new.  Promotes hand-eye coordination and problem-solving skills. 

 

Item #:  3012 

 

 
 

Foam Blocks 

These soft foam blocks allow kids to build in different ways with the inventive 

foam construction and peg design that lets them stack and create connected 

structures that hold together. Lightweight but durable. Promotes fine motor 

skill development. 

 

Item #:  3504 

 

 

 

Foam Lace-2-Bead 

Small foam beads in a variety of shapes and primary colors.  This kit contains 

75 beads, plastic needle and lacing cord. 

 

Item #:  2641 
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Foam Lace-2-Bead 

Small foam beads in a variety of shapes, sizes, and colors with lacing cord. 

 

Item #:  3876, 3877, 3878, 3879, 3880, 

 

 
 

Follow Me ABC Book 

Encourage your child to trace the paths found on every page of this interactive 

book, starting on the green dot and following the directional arrows. This 

simple, fun activity is a great way to introduce writing skills and support hand-

eye coordination. 

 

Item #:  3770 

 

 

 

FurReal Animal 

Interactive pet toy can move her head and arms, does a little hopping dance to 

music, and makes loving sounds when holding or kissing one of her babies 

 

Item #:  3730 

 

 
 

FurReal Animal 

80+ barks to phrases.  Responds to sound and touch.  Includes pet and 

instructions. 

 

Item #:  3198 

 

 
 

Gears 

With 11 moveable stackable gears, happy music, and colorful twinkling lights - 

the Busy Gears toy encourages tons of hands-on interactive play. Get their 

wheels turning with opportunities to practice fine motor skills, and explore 

colors and shapes. 

 

Item #:  3865, 3866 

 

 

 

Gears 

11 interchangeable gears fit on brightly colored post.  Turn it on to set it all in 

motion.  Complete with fun music, sounds and flashing lights. 

 

Item #:  2359 

 

 
 

Gears & Puzzles 

Explore and build endless possibilities by combining the colorful assortment of 

gears. Place the puzzle pieces together and watch the amazing movement you 

can create by spinning and twirling the gears. 

 

Item #:  2932 
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Gears Super Builder Set 

Supports critical thinking and problem solving skills while honing fine motor 

skills. Parts are all interchangeable, allowing for endless combinations and 

designs. 

 

Item #:  3001 

 

 
 

Geometric Puzzle Board 

The Geometric Puzzle Board teaches children color, shape and size recognition 

with these basic geometric forms. Color coded base and 2" high easy-grip 

handles aid young children in successfully completing the puzzle. 

 

Item #:  1737, 2688 

 

 
 

Giant Chubby Pegboard 

Bio-plastic game dedicated to children. Equipped with large pegs to develop 

fine drive and hand-eye coordination. Board with 12 chubby pegs. 

 

Item #:  3867, 3868, 3869 

 

 
 

Giant Chubby Pegboard 

This giant pegboard set is perfect for small hands! Soft, plastic pegboard 

includes 21 chubby pegs—including a see-through one that rattles—for fitting 

into the wide holes…or even stacking! 

 

Item #:  2353 

 

 
 

Giant Tracing Numbers 

Trace numbers 1 to 20.  Easy to wipe off for lots of practice. 

 

Item #:  4032 

 

 
 

Giggle Monster 

Easy activation toy with gentle, fun sounds. Squeeze the monster’s belly to 

hear silly giggles, growls and tunes.  A variety of textures to explore.  Tug his 

arms back and forth and pPut your hand in his pocket mouth—don’t worry, he 

won’t bite! 

 

Item #:  3130, 3135 

 

 

 

Girl Dress-Up Mix & Match Peg Puzzle 

This wooden peg puzzle includes eight interchangeable clothing pieces, 

allowing children to design fashionable outfits, again and again! Encourages 

eye-hand, fine motor and creative expression skills. 

 

Item #:  3552 
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Green Biggest to Smallest Puzzle 

Great for learning big, small, and shades of green.  The small knobs make it 

easy to put the pieces in and out of the puzzle 

 

Item #:  1976 

 

 
 

Grotto Grip 

The Pencil Grips were designed by a doctor & are widely used in classrooms, 

at home, & in therapeutic settings. The unique shape is designed to be “one 

size fits all” to help the hands of kids & adults, & works for both righties & 

lefties. 

 

Item #:  4109, 4110, 4111, 4112, 4113, 4114 

 

 

 

Grotto Grip 

Grotto Grip encourages open web space and is large and comfy. Cool space-

age design for righties or lefties. Best of all…a partition and covered finger 

spots make it this easy to use. 

 

Item #:  3761, 3680 

 

 
 

Gumball Grab 

Children get hands-on practice with sorting and matching—while building the 

muscle control they need to start writing! Kids just grip the tweezer tongs like 

a pencil to grab, sort and release gumballs onto their mats, getting tons of 

practice while they p 

 

Item #:  3841 

 

 

 

Hide & Seek Farm 

Behind each of the 9 hinged doors on this charming barnyard scene is a 

delightful, magnetic animal. Learning about animals while improving memory 

and fine motor skills will keep children busy and having fun on the farm for 

hours! 

 

Item #:  3549 

 

 

 

Hide N' Slide 

This item is designed to facilitate finger isolation and bilateral manipulation 

skills, and visual tracking. 

 

Item #:  1033 

 

 
 

Imagination Magnets 

Imagination Magnets features a sturdy wood carrying case with durable hinges 

and rope handles. Inside, brightly-colored wooden magnetic blocks can be 

arranged to match one of the patterns on the cards. 

 

Item #:  3828 
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Infantino Puzzles 

Your child will love putting together this Under the sea puzzle. This simple 

puzzle encourages Hand-Eye Coordination, Fine Motor Skills, Problem 

solving and Shape recognition. 

 

Item #:  3083, 3084 

 

 
 

Infantino Puzzles 

Your child will love putting together this Jungle puzzle. This simple puzzle 

encourages Hand-Eye Coordination, Fine Motor Skills, Problem solving and 

Shape recognition. 

 

Item #:  3084 

 

 
 

Infantino Puzzles 

10 adorable little creatures are missing their tails! Children will have a great 

time finding them with this colorful 20-piece puzzle. The perfect puzzle for 

developing matching skills! 

 

Item #:  3085 

 

 
 

Interactive Zoo 

This toy uses fine motor skills in multiple ways: 4 brightly colored buttons 

introduce  animals with playful songs. Spin the roller to meet some turtles, 

press on the toucan to hear his song, and get the monkey moving with the 

maneuverable joystick. 

 

Item #:  3818, 3819 

 

 

 

Jumbo Checkers Game 

This jumbo checkers game set includes a cloth playing mat, 12 red checkers 

and 12 black checkers. 

 

Item #:  4012 

 

 
 

Jumbo Nuts & Bolts 

Set includes 6 double-sided wooden boards with 12 picture puzzles. Twist 

together the nuts and bolts to find the pairs and complete the pictures. 

 

Item #:  3780, 3542 

 

 
 

Jumbo Nuts & Bolts 

Use your fine motor muscles to screw and unscrew these large plastic nuts and 

bolts!Improves manual dexterity, hand-eye coordination, color recognition and 

pairing, shape sorting, increases attention and focus. The best part is learning 

while playing! 

 

Item #:  3161 
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Keekee The Rocking Monkey Game 

Keekee's big act is juggling balls while balancing on a giant banana. Each 

player picks a ball and tries to put it in the right place to find out how many 

balls Keekee can balance before he sways and crashes! 

 

Item #:  3987 

 

 
 

Kid Connection Rollin Ramp 

This Rollin’ Ramp from Kid Connection is perfect for little ones who love to 

play. Watch the cars and balls whiz down the colourful ramp, and use the lift to 

get them back to the top for the fun to start all over again! 

 

Item #:  3151 

 

 
 

KidKraft Mega Ramp Racing Set 

The KidKraft Mega Ramp Racing Set gives kids an awesome one-stop shop 

for all their favorite toy cars. A speedy ramp, a parking garage, an elevator, a 

car wash, a gas station, and a three-level Mega Ramp, which launches cars 

high in the air. 

 

Item #:  3654 

 

 

 

Lace and Trace 

Colorful, heavy duty chipboard lays flat for smoother tracing, and kids love the 

shapes. Includes 6 cards: blue dolphin, red horse, yellow whale, green 

elephant, blue butterfly, red rabbit 

 

Item #:  3583 

 

 
 

Lace and Trace 

Colorful, heavy duty chipboard lays flat for smoother tracing, and kids love the 

shapes. The lacing activity develops the pincer grip which is important to 

penmanship skills. Includes 4 cards: blue circle, red heart, yellow square, red 

triangle 

 

Item #:  3582 

 

 

 

Lace and Trace 

It's fun to practice lacing and tracing skills with this wooden horse card plus 

color-coordinated lace! Develop hand-eye coordination and attention skills 

with this great activity. 

 

Item #:  3993 

 

 
 

Lace and Trace 

It's fun to practice lacing and tracing skills with this wooden set. Sturdy, 

double-sided lacing panels, plus a color-coordinated lace! Develop hand-eye 

coordination and attention skills with this great activity. 

 

Item #:  2425, 2429 
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Lace and Trace 

It's fun to practice lacing and tracing skills with this wooden cow card plus 

color-coordinated lace! Develop hand-eye coordination and attention skills 

with this great activity. 

 

Item #:  1357, 1423, 1424 

 

 
 

Lace Up ABC's 

Stringing beads improves fine motor skills and manual dexterity.  These beads 

also support the child's mastery of abc's. 

 

Item #:  3686, 3693 

 

 
 

Lacing Shoe 

Child can place their foot in the teaching aid to help with learning the life skill 

of tying shoe laces. 

 

Item #:  4057 

 

 
 

Lacing Shoe 

This wooden shoe helps kids learn to lace and tie their own shoes. 

 

Item #:  2587 

 

 
 

Lap Desk 

Two auto-lock buttons on each side easily enable quick changes in height, legs 

can be set to 5 different heights adjustable from 9.4"-12.6". In addition, two 

clamps may be used to adjust the surface angle from 0-36°. 

 

Item #:  3896 

 

 
 

Lap Desk 

Provides a comfortable alternative to working at a table.  Elastic strap keeps 

markers, pens or pencils close by. Lap pad folds into an angled position. 

 

Item #:  3211 

 

 
 

Latches Board 

This fun board gives children an opportunity to improve their fine-motor skills 

while opening and closing various latches and locks 

 

Item #:  3656, 1030 

 

 
 

Latches Board 

Unlock, unlatch, and open the hinged panels and metal hardware on the sturdy 

wooden board. Each hinged door fastens with a different type of lock or latch 

and opens to reveal colorful pictures beneath the doors! 

 

Item #:  3772, 3536 
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Learn to Dress Boards 

This book includes lacing, snapping, buttoning, zipping, buckling, and tying 

pages for children to practice the fine motor skills necessary for dressing 

themselves. 

 

Item #:  3871, 3872, 3873, 3874 

 

 
 

Learn to Dress Boards 

These three frames let children practice their dressing skills and develop finger 

dexterity while learning to zipper, snap and button. 

 

Item #:  2015, 2817, 1860 

 

 
 

Lego Duplo Blocks 

The fun never stops with these colorful LEGO DUPLO bricks. 

 

Item #:  3988, 3989, 3990 

 

 
 

Lego large blocks 

Fire your toddler's imagination with this great selection of LEGO Duplo bricks 

for endless building fun. With these brightly colored bricks for inspiration, 

they can build anything imaginable.Duplo bricks are designed to be fun & safe 

for little hand! 

 

Item #:  3129 

 

 

 

Let's Go Fishing Game 

Get ready for some reel fun with the Let's Go Fishin' Deluxe Edition! This 

classic kids game, complete with 24 exclusive sea creatures, teaches hand-eye 

coordination as players use their mini fishing poles to try to catch the most sea 

creatures. 

 

Item #:  3275 

 

 

 

Little People Animal Sounds Zoo 

Press the footprint buttons to hear animal sounds. The polar bear growls and 

splashes water, the lion roars, the elephant trumpets, the monkey plays peek-a-

boo, and the seal barks and rides on the flip-up slide. 

 

Item #:  3665 

 

 
 

Little Tikes Cash Register 

With the Little Tikes Cash Register, children can learn counting skills while 

having fun. It also helps kids match colors and shapes. 

 

Item #:  3620 
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Little Tikes Tire Twister 

The easy-to-steer remote control gives kids the power to control the car 

forwards and backwards. The car can perform backflips inside the tire to 

change directions, and can even spin the tire 360 degrees. works on both hands 

at once 

 

Item #:  3384 

 

 

 

Magformers 

Children of all ages develop math, science, and fine motor skills while having 

fun. Design flat, 2-D patterns or build in 3-D! Children become familiar with 

2-D, 3-D shapes, and math concepts learned in school. 

 

Item #:  3758 

 

 
 

Magna Doodle 

Simply write or draw using the magic pen on the magna doodle drawing board 

and when ready erase like magic. To erase, slide the magnetic eraser, located at 

the bottom of the doodle board. 

 

Item #:  3700, 3701, 3702, 3703, 3704 

 

 
 

Magna Doodle 

The Magnetic Drawing Board displays 4 vivid colors (Red, Yellow, Blue, 

Green) in 8 color zones, making your child’s drawings colorful. 

 

Item #:  3311 

 

 
 

Magna-Tiles 

Magna-Tiles® easily connect for hours of open-ended constructive play. 

Children learn 2-D and 3-D shapes. Constructive play develops fine motor, 

visualization, and spatial skills. Make flat, 2-D patterns or cool 3-D structures.  

Contains 26 pieces. 

 

Item #:  3757, 2455 

 

 

 

Magneatos 

magnetic blocks 

 

Item #:  3212, 3213 

 

 
 

Magneatos 

This set of jumbo sized magnetic construction pieces are easy to grasp and help 

children develop fine motor skills. The set comes with 72 pieces. 

 

Item #:  2615 
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Magnetic Color Maze 

Children will enjoy filling the bellies of these animals while matching colors 

by using the magnetic wand. This fun game helps children develop color 

recognition, matching and fine motor skills. 

 

Item #:  1917 

 

 
 

Magnetic Puzzles 

Special magnetic wand magically captures puzzle pieces on the game board.  

Fun and challenging way to develop hand-eye coordination, visual perception 

and fine motor skills. 

 

Item #:  3227, 3556 

 

 
 

Magnetic Puzzles 

This puzzle works on find motor and matching. a magnet at the end of a string 

attached to a town truck will help pick up the puzzle pieces. 

 

Item #:  3773, 3300 

 

 
 

Magnetic Puzzles 

This magnetic wooden puzzle game features  sea animals . Use the magnetic 

fishing pole to "catch" the ten, colorful sea friends from the game board. A 

creative way to encourage hand-eye and fine motor development. 

 

Item #:  3228 

 

 
 

Match & Roll Shape Sorter 

This brightly colored wooden shape sorter is an exciting update on a classic 

toy! Vibrant wooden shapes include a triangle, octagon, star, rectangle, square, 

trapezoid, hexagon. Encourages color and shape recognition, manual dexterity, 

and more. 

 

Item #:  3615 

 

 

 

Matching Eggs - Shapes 

12 color matching eggs. Inside each egg is a unique color and shape. As the 

child learns to recognize the unique color and interior shape of every egg, 

they’ll learn to match each egg half with its corresponding correct half. 

 

Item #:  3444 

 

 
 

Medium Knob Puzzle - Neighborhood 

Children will have fun matching the easy to hold puzzle pieces and matching 

them with some familiar sights in their neighborhood ...House Tree Car Puzzle 

measures 10 X 10 x 10 with 3 puzzle parts against an attractive natural, clean 

and sturdy background. 

 

Item #:  4082 
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Mega Blocks 

This 80 piece set of Mega Bloks provides children with hours of imaginative 

creation and fun learning.  Comes in a convenient storage bag. 

 

Item #:  3836, 2592, 1468 

 

 
 

Melissa & Doug Basic Skills Puzzle Board 

Getting dressed won't be such a puzzle once zipping, buckling, snapping, 

lacing and tying, and other dressing skills are mastered. Each skill is contained 

on a separate, removable wooden puzzle piece for easy practice. 

 

Item #:  3539 

 

 
 

Melissa & Doug Deluxe Pounding Bench 

As the colorful, non-removable pegs on the bench go up and down, they play 

peekaboo, taking turns showing their friendly smiles while the child has fun 

practicing fine motor skills. 

 

Item #:  3967, 3968 

 

 
 

Melissa & Doug Hand Puppets 

These simple, zoo animal glove puppets make it easy and so much fun to act 

out scenes, practice new vocabulary, and spend quality time playing together. 

Great for motor skills and self-confidence. Elephant, tiger, giraffe, monkey. 

 

Item #:  4071 

 

 
 

Melissa & Doug Hand Puppets 

Three simple, farm animal glove puppets can act out a scene together or be 

used separately for simple puppet play. Great for developing motor skills, 

hand-eye coordination, communication skills, self-confidence, parent-child 

bonding. Sheep, horse, pig. 

 

Item #:  4072 

 

 

 

Melissa and Doug Lacing Shapes 

Children will learn with the lacing stitch. They'll love mixing and matching the 

six wooden geometric shapes with the colored laces. Great activity for 

encouraging handwork, small motor control and for teaching color and shape 

recognition. 

 

Item #:  3073 

 

 

 

Mighty Monkey Pegboard Set 

Mighty Monkeys Peg and Pegboard Set is a multipurpose teaching tool that 

helps build vital eye-hand coordination, fine-motor control and math skills.  

Kids can enjoy using their imagination to create their own Mighty Monkey 

formations. 

 

Item #:  2326 
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Mini Loop Scissors 

Lightweight and easy to use, these scissors only require gentle pressure 

between fingers and thumb or fingers and palm to close the blades. A gentle 

spring reopens the scissors automatically after each cut, making them ideal for 

kids learning to cut. 

 

Item #:  4024 

 

 

 

Motor Shapes 

This series of 0-9 Motor shapes provide visual, tactile and kinesthetic 

experiences that assist in learning to write. 

 

Item #:  1028 

 

 
 

Mounted Table Top Scissors 

The scissors are operated by depressing the "T" shaped handle.  Scissor is 

mounted on a plastic base, with rubber non-slip feet.  The spring will 

automatically reopen the blades once the pressure is released. 

 

Item #:  1502 

 

 
 

Move and Crawl Ball 

Move & crawl with the animal friends on the Wiggle and Crawl Ball by VTech 

• Interactive ball wiggles and wobbles on its own encouraging your little one to 

chase after it. features 45+ playful songs • Press the buttons to hone fine motor 

skills and learn 

 

Item #:  3391 

 

 

 

Mr. Potato Head 

Mr. Potato head figure with multiple pieces to put in: eyes, nose. mouth, hats, 

feet, etc 

 

Item #:  3739, 3386 

 

 
 

Mushroom Garden 

This easy to activate light up mushroom provides three four play modes: 

colors, numbers, game mode, and children’s songs and wacky sound effects. 

Every movement with the Mushroom Garden will be full of surprises! 

 

Item #:  3262 

 

 
 

Musical Pop Up Eggs 

Each egg features a different activation, helping to work on key fine motor 

skills: push, slide and twist, while being rewarded with lights, sounds and a 

surprise pop-up character. 

 

Item #:  2852 
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My Big Day Quiet Book 

This book is packed full of hands-on challenges to encourage kids to practice 

the basic skills that will help them become independent. Tying laces, telling 

time, hanging the laundry, brushing teeth, self-dressing, telling time and much 

more. 

 

Item #:  4053 

 

 

 

My Busy Town Activity Cube 

This multi-dimensional activity cube has five different sides of fun games for 

your little one. Activities include curvy bead mazes, peek-a-boo open and close 

doors, racing car rollers, animal matching and ABC tiles. 

 

Item #:  3565 

 

 
 

O Ball 

With every rattle or roll, you will hear the soothing sounds of rain. Rainbow 

beads inside the clear rattle spin and spin from end to end with help. 

 

Item #:  3570, 4081 

 

 
 

Oball Rattle & Roll Car 

One-of-a-kind toy from Oball makes it easy for children to grip and roll. Rattle 

beads inside the wheels make fun sounds, and bounce around playfully as the 

car rolls along. 

 

Item #:  3533 

 

 
 

Oball Stacker 

Five wavy, colorful rings, sized from large to small, stack together any which 

way for kids to learn and play. Oball Anyway Stacker leads kids to explore 

color, size, and logical thinking. 

 

Item #:  3541 

 

 
 

One, Two Tie My Shoe -Lacing 

These shoes and laces are great for fine motor development and also for 

children learning how to tie shoes. 

 

Item #:  2009, 2011 

 

 
 

Pattern Play 

This set introduces children to patterns and geometric concepts while 

providing a tactile experience that develops fine motor skills and spatial 

relationships. Illustrated cards challenge children to replicate patterns ranging 

from simple to complex. 

 

Item #:  3916 
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Peek-a-Blocks Tumblin' Sounds Giraffe 

This fun Giraffe toy promotes children to place the see-through blocks on the 

Giraffe or drop them in for tumble-down fun, complete with music and sounds 

. 

 

Item #:  1636 

 

 
 

Peekaboo I Love You Book 

Peekaboo, I Love You is a soft cloth book that introduces a new element on 

each page. An interactive book with every member of the family, including the 

cat and dog, that kids love to say "I Love You" to. The book contains simple 

text on each page! 

 

Item #:  3105 

 

 

 

Peek-a-Shoe Octopus 

Drop in a ball and look for it under the brightly-colored numbered shoes. Press 

his collar to add music. Includes 5 balls for the matching colors. 

 

Item #:  2341 

 

 
 

Pegboard set 

Lauri Tall-Stackers help enhance fine motor skills, color sorting, color 

matching, counting, and more. And while children are learning and practicing 

important skills, they're also having fun! 

 

Item #:  2925, 3752 

 

 
 

Pegboard set 

Used for developing fine motor skills, the pegboard gives children the 

opportunity to practice grasping, motor planning, coordination skills, and color 

and shape recognition. 

 

Item #:  3976, 3759 

 

 
 

Pegboard set 

Used for developing fine motor skills, the pegboard gives children the 

opportunity to practice grasping, motor planning, coordination skills, and color 

recognition. 

 

Item #:  1290 

 

 
 

Pencil Grips 

Posture correction writing aid. 

 

Item #:  3683, 3684, 3685 
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Pencil Weight 

The Pencil Weight can be used with multiple  writing instruments. Designed to 

use alone or in conjunction with most pencil grippers.  Constructed of durable 

Tricot, and filled with 1/4 lb of (lead free) steel shot. 

 

Item #:  2832 

 

 
 

Piggy Bank 

Press the piggy’s snout for musical responses, open the door for put-and-take 

play, and enjoy fun sing-along songs.  Helps teach numbers, colors, counting, 

animals and sizes. 

 

Item #:  2593, 3837, 2647, 3417 

 

 
 

Plastic Links 

B. Hug Links rattle, clack, and connect. Made from soft rounded plastic with 

B. Toys' unique color scheme and artful designs, each link doubles as a rattle. 

The beads are large and durable, so there's no choking hazard. 

 

Item #:  3634 

 

 
 

Playskool Clipo Creativity Table 

With its spinning gears and bright, chunky connecting pieces, the CLIPO 

CREATIVITY TABLE system is a platform for imagination and fun! At this 

all-in-one play station, children can develop their fine motor skills. 

 

Item #:  2879 

 

 
 

Pop & See Beads 

These bright plastic beads with cute animal faces are easy to connect and can 

go in any order. These fun beads encourage children to use their push-pull and 

turn-twist skills. 

 

Item #:  1569 

 

 
 

Pop Up Animal Friends 

The lever, beeper, key and switches are easy for hands to activate. With every 

press, turn and twist, your child will develop fine motor skills and have fun as 

the colorful animals pop up to the corresponding action. 

 

Item #:  3304 

 

 
 

Pop Up Busy Pals 

The lever, beeper, key and switches are easy for  hands to activate. With every 

press, turn and twist, your child will develop fine motor skills and have fun as 

the colorful animals pop up to the corresponding action. There's even a built-in 

carry handle 

 

Item #:  3966, 1905, 2355 
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Pop Up Busy Pals 

Four fun friends are ready to pop out and play. Turn the blue knob, push the 

orange, press the purple or slide the green! Then shut the door and do it all 

again. 

 

Item #:  3788 

 

 
 

Pop Up Dinosaurs 

The baby dinosaurs pop up when a child presses the corresponding shape. 

After the dinosaurs pop up a child can press them back into their shells. This 

item teaches color matching, cause and effect, and manual dexterity. 

 

Item #:  1562 

 

 
 

Pop Up Pegs Toy 

4 friendly, color, peg fire fighters bob up and down on concealed springs.   

Careful, push them down far enough and they will fly out and miss the fire. 

 

Item #:  3197 

 

 
 

Pop Up Pegs Toy 

This classic is ideal for developing hand-eye coordination as well as color 

recognition. 

 

Item #:  3406 

 

 
 

Pop Up Teddy Bears 

Pop up the teddy bears using the different shape buttons. Large carry handle on 

the back and shape matching mirrors on the front. 

 

Item #:  4058 

 

 
 

Puppy Puzzle 

25 piece puzzle with wooden interlocking pieces 

 

Item #:  2734 

 

 
 

Rainbow Sound Blocks 

The Wonderworld Rainbow Sound Blocks are comprised of wood and 

transparent multi-colored plastic, and are filled with rattling beads that produce 

different tones when shaken. Rainbow Sound Blocks are an ideal toy for 

children who enjoy stacking. 

 

Item #:  2772 
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Roll-a-Rounds Swirlin Surprise Gumballs 

The Roll-a-Rounds Swirlin' Surprise Gumballs features a recognizable gumball 

machine format to 'dispense' the balls. Child loads the 4 balls in the upper bowl 

and with each press of the lever, a ball will swirl down the spiral while lights 

and music play. 

 

Item #:  3373, 2106, 2360, 3662 

 

 

 

Rubber Puzzle 

This puzzle has a fun "Dog & Puppy" design featuring a big dog and a small 

dog, on a navy background. All pieces are bright, durable, soft, made of latex-

free materials, and are easily washable if any mess or spill occurs. The pieces 

won't curl or crease. 

 

Item #:  3812 

 

 

 

Safari Peg Puzzle 

Your child will "go wild" matching the baby animals to their parents in this 

sturdy wooden puzzle. Easy-grasp pegs and pictures under the pieces will help 

your child solve this simple 8-piece puzzle. 

 

Item #:  3557 

 

 
 

Sew and sew lace up toy 

This toys inspires discovery imagination, valuable developmental skills that 

kids will use for a lifetime. Wooden block with slanted holes for lots of lacing 

fun. Large wooden needle make it easy for little ones.  Develops hand eye 

coordination. 

 

Item #:  3305 

 

 

 

Shape Sorter Drum 

Your child can improve coordination and logical associative skills by working 

to fit the three colored shapes into the appropriate slots. The Shape Sorter 

Drum also rolls, which encourages your child to crawl or walk to follow the 

toy. 

 

Item #:  2025 

 

 

 

Shape Tool Set 

Workbench features a hammer and colorful pegs that teach children about tools 

and motor skills.The pegs are permanently attached, the fun never ends - 

children can use the hammer to pound them flat, then turn the bench over and 

continue to pound away 

 

Item #:  3820, 3021 
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Small Knob Farm Sounds Puzzle 

These fun puzzles are a great way for children to practice matching, cognitive 

skills, and fine motor skills. When puzzle pieces are placed in the correct spot 

the puzzle board will make a sound. 

 

Item #:  2343 

 

 
 

Small Knob Puzzle - Around the House 

Kids will love discovering what’s happening in each room of this house, and 

hearing what the activities sound like. Light activated sensors trigger the 

sounds when the eight pieces are lifted, revealing new pictures under each. 

 

Item #:  3537 

 

 
 

Small Knob Puzzle - Ballerina Dress Up 

Play dress up and work on matching and gripping with this fun ballerina 

puzzle! 

 

Item #:  3965 

 

 
 

Small knob puzzle - Farm Animals 

These fun puzzles are a great way for children to practice matching, cognitive 

skills, and fine motor skills. When puzzle pieces are placed in the correct spot 

the puzzle board will make a sound. 

 

Item #:  2987, 1326, 1327 

 

 
 

Small knob puzzle-Farm House 

See-inside and Peek-A-Boo puzzles conceal colorful pictures under each piece. 

This puzzle features a fun farm theme with animals 'hiding' behind the barn 

pieces for your child to 'find'. 

 

Item #:  3538, 3301 

 

 
 

Small knob puzzle - Fire Truck 

These fun puzzles are a great way for children to practice matching, cognitive 

skills, and fine motor skills. When puzzle pieces are placed in the correct spot 

the puzzle board will make a sound. 

 

Item #:  1106 

 

 
 

Small knob puzzle - Instruments 

These fun puzzles are a great way for children to practice matching, cognitive 

skills, and fine motor skills. When puzzle pieces are placed in the correct spot 

the puzzle board will make a sound. 

 

Item #:  1777, 1103 
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Small knob puzzle - Instruments 

Perfect for your aspiring conductor, this high-quality wooden puzzle makes 

eight instrumental sounds when the pieces are put in properly. 

 

Item #:  2986 

 

 
 

Small knob puzzle - Jungle Animals 

These fun puzzles are a great way for children to practice matching, cognitive 

skills, and fine motor skills. When puzzle pieces are placed in the correct spot 

the puzzle board will make a sound. 

 

Item #:  1455 

 

 
 

Small Knob Puzzle-Numbers 

Number concepts, zero through nine, are illustrated in this 10-piece peg puzzle. 

A colorful picture under each piece shows the same number of items as the 

numeral on top of the piece, helping promote number recognition and counting 

skills. 

 

Item #:  3534 

 

 

 

Small knob puzzle - Shapes 

These fun puzzles are a great way for children to practice matching, cognitive 

skills, and fine motor skills. When puzzle pieces are placed in the correct spot 

the puzzle board will make a sound. 

 

Item #:  1322 

 

 
 

Small Knob Puzzle - Train 

These fun puzzles are a great way for children to practice matching, cognitive 

skills, and fine motor skills. When puzzle pieces are placed in the correct spot 

the puzzle board will make a sound. 

 

Item #:  3783, 3964, 1324 

 

 
 

Small Knob Sound Puzzle-Pets 

Learn to recognize which animals make which noises through this fun 

electronic puzzle. This animal sound puzzle series is for toddlers and 

preschoolers. Sound Puzzle helps develop thinking skills and teaches your little 

one about their favorite animals. 

 

Item #:  3797 

 

 
 

Small Knob Zoo Sound Puzzle 

Put each wild animal puzzle piece in its place and listen to its voice! Eight 

wooden pegged pieces and eight authentic sounds. Full-color, matching picture 

under each piece. 

 

Item #:  3771, 3540, 3785 
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Small Wooden Blocks 

These small wooden blocks are perfect for stacking, as well as learning. The 

brightly colored pictures feature numbers, letters and common objects. 

 

Item #:  2902 

 

 
 

Snap and Lock Caterpillar 

This adorable caterpillar character is made up of six snap-lock beads.  Helps 

develop fine motor skills and eye-hand coordination while providing sensory 

stimulation with tactile, visual and auditory elements. 

 

Item #:  2784 

 

 
 

Snap Beads 

This set of ten bright plastic beads are easy to connect and can go in any order. 

These fun beads encourage children to use their push-pull and turn-twist skills. 

 

Item #:  3411 

 

 
 

Soft Vinyl Blocks 

These soft vinyl-covered blocks allow kids to stack and build. The blocks are 

all approx. 5 inches cubed. Lightweight but durable. Promotes fine motor skill 

development. 

 

Item #:  3823 

 

 
 

Spike the Hedgehog 

A fine motor skills toy that helps kids build hand muscles and fine motor skills 

development as they replace the chunky, peg-shaped “quills” within the holes 

that dot the smiling hedgehog’s back.  Counting, sorting, and color 

identification skills. 

 

Item #:  3632 

 

 

 

Spring Action Scissors 

These scissors will function as a standard pair of scissors or by rotating the 

unique clip enabling spring action. Perfect for small hands. 

 

Item #:  3986, 2595, 2596 

 

 
 

Squigz 

High-quality silicone-rubber suction cup pieces are fun to put together and pull 

apart, pieces make a fun popping sound when pulled apart. Pieces stick to 

walls, windows, tabletops, etc: any non-porous surface. Perfect for tray tables. 

 

Item #:  3477, 3478, 3479, 2949 
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Stack & Count Parking Garage 

Stack 10 wooden cars in this gated parking tower and top them with the sliding 

counter. Then see the cars drop down and the counter point to a lower number 

each time a car is removed from the bottom for sorting, matching, and counting 

fun. 

 

Item #:  3466 

 

 

 

Stacking Geometric Shapes 

Small stacking pieces in a variety of shapes and colors. Small pieces made of 

plastic. Promotes fine motor development. 

 

Item #:  4004, 4008 

 

 
 

Stacking Rings 

This toy includes five colorful rings to grasp & stack, a bat-at rocker base, and 

the top ring has a shiny reflective surface inside with swirling, rattling beads. 

This introduces concepts of relative size & stacking. 

 

Item #:  3821 

 

 
 

Stacking Wooden Shapes 

Small stacking wooden shapes in a variety of colors. Engaging with the 

stacking shapes encourages fine motor development. 

 

Item #:  4005 

 

 
 

Stack Puzzle - Jungle 

This stacking puzzle helps develop an understanding of spatial relationships, 

problem solving and sequential thinking. 

 

Item #:  1694 

 

 
 

Switch & Spin Magnetic Gear Board 

Switch & Spin Magnetic Gear Board lets kids choose a picture template & then 

add the gears in the color-coded spaces to turn each picture into an amazing 

kid-powered machine! Includes 8 magnetic pegs, 8 colorful gears, & 5  double-

sided templates. 

 

Item #:  3559 

 

 

 

Switchback Racetrack 

The small race cars weave and bounce from track to track while speeding 

along the 2 lane vertical raceway as they continue their race to the bottom. The 

track includes 2 lanes and 4 cars. 

 

Item #:  4013 
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Table Top Easel 

A double-sided easel with a chalkboard and chalk storage tray on one side and 

the other side has a dry erase white board with a marker tray. 

 

Item #:  3472 

 

 
 

Table Top Easel 

Functional Multi-Purpose Two-Sided Easel - Combination Drawing/Dry Erase 

Board on One Side and Chalkboard on the Other. 

 

Item #:  2941 

 

 
 

Table Top Easel 

There's no better way to inspire your artist! Generously sized chalkboard and 

dry-erase boards are perfect for projects large and small. This set folds up 

easily for convenient storage. 

 

Item #:  1764 

 

 
 

Tall Stacker-Pegs Building Set 

This three-dimensional stacking set teaches children to think ahead as they 

plan where they will set the peg to build the next platform as well as teach 

shape, size and color relationships. 

 

Item #:  3381 

 

 
 

Tegu Magnetic Wooden Blocks 

Tegu has reinvented the wooden block in a way that brings new life to a 

favored classic. By safely embedding magnets into each piece, Tegu Blocks 

become curiously attractive for both kids and kids at heart. 

 

Item #:  2378 

 

 
 

Textured Puzzles 

This puzzle has five exciting textures to explore. Each pieces is shaped like a 

zoo animal. Designed to help stimulate sensory discrimination and eye-hand 

development. 

 

Item #:  4084 

 

 
 

Textured Puzzles 

This puzzle has four exciting textures to explore. Each pieces is shaped like a 

farm animal. Designed to help stimulate sensory discrimination and eye-hand 

development. 

 

Item #:  4083 
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Textured Puzzles 

textured farm animal puzzle that encourages fine motor development.  Also 

has textured animals for sensory integration 

 

Item #:  3915 

 

 
 

Tobbles Neo Stackers 

Good for sensory exploration, fine motor skills, coordination, visual-spatial 

acuity; unique, grippable texture and playful curves invite little fingers to 

explore, enliven tactile experiences. Stack weighted spheres on base for 

innovative, creative Play! 

 

Item #:  4150, 3163 

 

 

 

Tolo Shape Sorter 

Great as a floor toy or on a table top, this has easy-opening lids which allow 

for quick and easy access. There are 6 shapes which allow for shape sorting 

and color matching fun. The individual shapes all rattle & the toy effortlessly 

rolls. 

 

Item #:  3530 

 

 

 

Tool Kit 

Kids power up their imaginations and build coordination skills as they drill & 

play with a toy drill, and chunky, kid-sized bolts onto a sturdy activity board. 

 

Item #:  3781 

 

 
 

Tool Kit 

Fix colorful screws and parts on the board using hands or the drill to make all 

kids of patterns.. Develops hands-on ability, imagination and creativity. 

 

Item #:  4141 

 

 
 

Tool Kit 

Tool set includes saws, hammer, level, wrenches, pliers, measuring tape, and 

planer. 

 

Item #:  4126 

 

 
 

Transportation Sound Blocks with base 

Hear the sounds of six favorite vehicles when the two wooden cubes are 

properly placed in the wooden tray! Fire engine and steam train are among the 

featured vehicles in this match and listen activity. The realistic sounds act as 

lively encouragement. 

 

Item #:  2997 
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Tumble n' Twirl Top 

This neat toy helps teach about cause and effect while developing young 

children’s fine motor skills.  Toy comes with four balls 

 

Item #:  3617, 1334 

 

 
 

Vehicles, Road Signs, and Road Felt Set 

Children can use these felt pieces to have fun using different vehicles and road 

signs to travel throughout the city. 

 

Item #:  3322 

 

 
 

Vtech Busy Learners Activity Cube 

Kids learning toy has 5 sides of play that encourage discovery and exploration. 

 

Item #:  3618 

 

 
 

VTech Explore & Learn Helicopter 

This bright helicopter with a spinning propeller has wheels that move and four 

colorful balls that children can load up and take out to play 

 

Item #:  2380, 1293 

 

 
 

VTech Roll & Surprise Animal Train 

Encourages fine motor exploration with 3 mechanical knobs that push, slide 

and turn to pop-up animal characters.  Plays songs,sounds and phrases. Light-

up chimney promotes visual awareness. 

 

Item #:  3467 

 

 
 

Vtech Sit-to-Stand Ultimate Alphabet Train 

Play ten activities while learning letters, numbers, colors and more. The train 

also helps build find motor skills with a variety of manipulative features 

including a storybook, clock, gears and More! Take a ride on the learning 

express with this Train! 

 

Item #:  3110 

 

 

 

VTech Tiny Touch Tablet 

Features nine brightly colored light-up activity buttons that introduce a variety 

of curriculum to your child including letters, numbers, animals, music and 

more! 

 

Item #:  3521 
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Wipe Off Number Flash Cards 

These wipe-clean flash cards are a great way to encourage your child to 

practice writing. Children will enjoy learning to write numbers with this pack 

of 26 double-sided flash cards, packaged neatly in a box with a dry-wipe pen. 

 

Item #:  2970 

 

 
 

Wooden Alphabet Letter Blocks 

These traditional wooden blocks invite your child to develop their creativity & 

cognitive abilities through creating structures and reviewing the letters of the 

alphabet. 26 pieces. 

 

Item #:  3835, 3069 

 

 
 

Wooden Alphabet Letter Blocks 

This wooden block cart includes wood blocks featuring pictures, letters, and 

numbers. Kids can have fun stacking, sorting, and matching. The wheeled cart 

with pull-along cord offers an easy way to store blocks. 

 

Item #:  3226 

 

 
 

Wooden Alphabet Puzzle 

Wooden alphabet puzzle with illustrations underneath each letter. 

 

Item #:  3824, 3825 

 

 
 

Wooden Alphabet Puzzle 

Alphabet puzzle with animals pictures underneath letters. 

 

Item #:  3380 

 

 
 

Wooden Animal Puzzles 

Made from high-quality, durable wood with smooth edges and bright vibrant 

colored shapes. Promotes hand-eye, fine motor and problem-solving skills. 

 

Item #:  4146 

 

 
 

Wooden Animal Puzzles 

Butterfly, bee, ladybug, and bear. Made from high-quality, durable wood with 

smooth edges and bright vibrant colored shapes that Include graphics under 

each of the wooden puzzle pieces. Promotes hand-eye, fine motor and 

problem-solving skills. 

 

Item #:  4117 
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Wooden Blocks 

These durable wooden blocks help your child  learn about shapes, colors, 

animals, and more. The set comes complete with 150 blocks in both painted 

and natural finishes that are great for stacking, building, and playing with other 

toys. 

 

Item #:  3503 

 

 

 

Wooden Blocks 

Your little builder will delight in stacking, building, and knocking down in 

countless combinations, and you'll know your child is gaining invaluable 

practice with fine motor skills and dexterity, shape recognition and pre-math 

skills. 

 

Item #:  3067 

 

 

 

Wooden Blocks 

Your little builder will delight in stacking, building, and knocking down in 

countless colorful combinations, and you'll know your child is gaining 

invaluable practice with fine motor skills and dexterity, color and shape 

recognition and pre-math skills. 

 

Item #:  3066 

 

 

 

Wooden Dress Up Dolls 

This magnetic dress-up play set makes kids the stylists! This  set includes two 

doll figures and 22 pieces of magnetic clothing that fit onto either one. Mix and 

match hundreds of possible doll outfits, then rearrange the pieces to change 

them! 

 

Item #:  3744 

 

 

 

Wooden Dress Up Dolls 

Magnetic Wooden Dress-Up Dolls provide hours of imaginative pretend play, 

fine motor, and language development.  Includes Poppy and her cat, 

Dandelion, and multiple changes of clothes. 

 

Item #:  4142 

 

 
 

Wooden Fruits & Veggies 

This wooden play food set features a wooden knife and seven pieces of 

sliceable fruit that can be cut into a total of 17 pieces! Held together with self-

stick tabs, the food makes a fun and satisfying crunch sound when sliced. 

 

Item #:  3768 

 

 
 

Wooden Fruits & Veggies 

These colorful wooden fruits and vegetables come apart when pulled by hand 

or cut with a safe pretend knife. It includes a pear,  banana, watermelon, carrot, 

and tomato. 

 

Item #:  3036, 2929 
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Wooden Jigsaw Puzzles 

Hardworking construction vehicles are on site in this 12-piece wooden jigsaw 

puzzle. Comes packaged in a sturdy, wooden tray for puzzle building and easy 

storage. 

 

Item #:  3554 

 

 
 

Wooden Jigsaw Puzzles 

This puzzle features 24 durable wooden jigsaw pieces that fit together 

smoothly and display beautifully detailed African animal scenes. Helps 

children develop strong hand-eye coordination, fine motor skills, and problem-

solving skills. 

 

Item #:  4047 

 

 

 

Wooden Jigsaw Puzzles 

24 wooden puzzle pieces assemble to show 7 farm animals around a classic-

style, red barn. Figure out how the pieces connect to find a cow, a goose, a 

goat, a rooster, a sheep, a pig, and a horse! 

 

Item #:  4048 

 

 
 

Wooden Jigsaw Puzzles 

This puzzle has 24 wooden jigsaw pieces and a sturdy wooden tray that holds 

pieces in place and stores them away neatly. 27 colorful vehicles offer lots of 

visual fun for young puzzlers. 

 

Item #:  4046 

 

 
 

Wooden Jigsaw Puzzles 

This puzzle features 24 durable wooden jigsaw pieces that fit together 

smoothly to display a beautiful ocean life scene when assembled. Helps 

children develop strong hand-eye coordination, fine motor skills, and problem-

solving abilities. 

 

Item #:  4045 

 

 

 

Wooden Jigsaw Puzzles 

This large 48-piece solid-wood puzzle features a bright and colorful graphic 

design of a fantasy fairy world. Comes in a wooden storage tray. Develop your 

child's spatial-visual skills, problem solving and small motor skills. 

 

Item #:  4044 

 

 
 

Wooden Jigsaw Puzzles 

This wooden jigsaw features bright, graphic designs that represent many 

popular childhood themes. Each puzzle is made from solid wood pieces that 

interlock and fit into a convenient wood tray. 

 

Item #:  2332, 2142, 2143, 3972 
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Wooden Jigsaw Puzzles 

24-piece wooden jigsaw puzzle. Charming illustration of favorite barnyard 

animals. Packaged in a sturdy, wooden tray for puzzle building and storage.  

Sturdy wooden construction.  Promotes hand-eye coordination and problem-

solving skills. 

 

Item #:  3010 

 

 

 

Wooden Lacing Beads 

Develops fine motor skills and logical thinking. 

 

Item #:  3658 

 

 
 

Wooden Lacing Beads 

This set of lacing beads contains colored wooden beads in four different 

shapes. 

 

Item #:  3490 

 

 
 

Wooden Lacing Beads 

Wooden beads in different shapes and colors with oversized holes teach 

children hand-eye coordination, sorting, patterning skills and color recognition. 

 

Item #:  3740, 3053, 3631 

 

 
 

Wooden Number Puzzle 

Wooden number puzzle with illustrations underneath each number. 

 

Item #:  3826, 3827 

 

 
 

Wooden Pretend Birthday Cake 

This wooden set include six ready-to-cut slices of cake, removable candles and 

toppings, sturdy serving tray and a spatula.  Kids will have fun decorating and 

serving.  Great for fine motor and language development. 

 

Item #:  3017, 2928 

 

 
 

Wooden Pretend Pizza 

This wooden pizza kit allows kids to mix and match toppings to create their 

perfect pizza and then slice and serve.  Great for practicing fine motor and 

pretend play skills. 

 

Item #:  4104, 4105, 3764, 3016 
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Wooden Shape Sorter Cube 

12 colorful wooden blocks in a variety of geometric shapes.  Great for shape 

recognition and critical thinking skills. Manipulate and push the blocks through 

the holes in the box and help develop fine motor skills, dexterity, and hand eye 

coordination. 

 

Item #:  3794 

 

 

 

Wooden Stack and Sort Board 

A perfect first manipulative that helps with matching and counting skills. 

 

Item #:  3709, 3640, 3641 

 

 
 

Write and Learn Creative Center 

Kids learn to write and draw with the unique magnetic drawing pen. Choose a 

drawing activity ranging from simple lines to 26 different objects. Convenient 

carry handle on the toy allows kids to learn on the go. 

 

Item #:  3692 

 

 
 

Write Weights - Left hand 

Write Weights can help children develop their writing and drawing skills with 

the help of added weight. The weights can also help children who have tremors 

do activities with their hands easier.  1/2 lb. 

 

Item #:  1130 

 

 
 

Zoo Jamz Piano 

This 4-in-1 instrument lets your child choose to play the piano, violin, 

xylophone or saxophone with more than 20 songs and melodies; create, play & 

sing along.A microphone lets kids sing along. whammy bar and scratch disc 

enhance fine motor skills. 

 

Item #:  3326 
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Category:  Gross Motor  

 

Airex Balance Pad 

This balance pad can be used to work on sitting balance, mobility training, 

standing stability training, functional retraining of the muscles in the lower 

extremities, and motor-skill training to maintain balance. 

 

Item #:  2139, 1192 

 

 
 

Ankle/Wrist Weight Set-1/4lb 

This weight set is made with Velvasoft textured material. The weights wrap 

securely around the wrist or ankle and are fastened with Velcro to comfortably 

fit the person using them. 

 

Item #:  1648 

 

 
 

Balance Beam 

These sturdy balance beams help kids build balance and coordination—step by 

step!  The beam is 32" long and 3 1/2" off the ground with a textured non-skid 

surface. 

 

Item #:  2490, 2491, 2278, 2279, 2280 

 

 
 

Balance Board - 30" 

For rocking from side to side, spinning around and balancing. Children can 

stand or sit on the board, with anti-skid profile and four integrated handlebars.  

Helps develop motor skills, balance and coordination alone or with a friend. 

 

Item #:  3600, 3601, 3694, 3695, 3696 

 

 
 

Balance Disc - 10" 

The balance disc is inflatable and acts as a dynamic cushion to activate major 

muscle groups. 10" Diameter 

 

Item #:  3958 

 

 
 

Balance Disc - 14" 

The balance disc is inflatable and acts as a dynamic cushion to activate major 

muscle groups. 14" Diameter 

 

Item #:  3647, 3946, 3947 

 

 
 

Balance Disc - 24" 

The balance disc is inflatable and acts as a dynamic cushion to activate major 

muscle groups. Use it on the floor as a standing disc for balance training, 

proprioception and strengthening of the lower extremities. 23.6" Diameter 

 

Item #:  3645, 3646, 3942, 3943  
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Balance Maze Board 

This fun balance disk is a great way to incorporate fun into balance training. 

Children straddle the wooden disk and then shift their body weight to roll the 

ball along the grooved tracks. This reinforces balance skills and body-position 

awareness. 

 

Item #:  1222 

 

 

 

Ball Bowl (ball holder) 

Strong and sturdy but lightweight plastic exercise ball base.  Ball base will 

keep exercise balls in place.  Can Use ball base as a stand for exercise balls for 

storage or during therapy session. 

 

Item #:  3096 

 

 
 

Barnyard Boogie Floor Mat 

This floor mat allows your child to choose from four game settings including 

animal sound and music. 

 

Item #:  3335 

 

 
 

Basic Soft Play Set 

This soft staircase and slide offers multiple activities for young children 

learning to crawl or for those who find mobility challenging. It is a great safe 

play set when space is limited. 

 

Item #:  1226 

 

 
 

Bean Bag Frog 

Cute, colorful, frog shaped bean bags are great for learning. The fun shape 

helps promote participation in target and catching games. 

 

Item #:  4025, 4026, 4027, 4028, 4029, 4030, 4031, 1462 

 

 
 

Bolster Roll 

This roll is top choice for positioning, and balance, coordination, and 

vestibular activities. Dense foam with a solid core provides firm, comfortable 

support that won’t bottom out. Tough, wipe-clean surface features seamless 

construction. 

 

Item #:  3136 

 

 

 

BOSU Balance Trainer 

Designed to improve balance, coordination and body awareness. 

 

Item #:  2301, 3929, 3930 
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Bouncing Turtle 

Your child will have a great time with this bouncing turtle because the more 

they bounce, the more they learn. From colors to playful melodies, fun sounds, 

and active play reward movement while enhancing coordination, motor skills, 

and balance. 

 

Item #:  1791 

 

 

 

Bouncy Cow 

This cow is designed to provide your child hours of ride-on bouncing fun. It 

has extra long ears for easy grasping and is just the right height to hone those 

balancing skills.  Made of safe super-strong, soft, latex and phthalate free 

vinyl. 

 

Item #:  1813 

 

 

 

Bowling Set 

This fun bowling set includes a junior-sized ball with easy-insert finger holes 

and nine pins. The balls jump and clatter when the pins are knocked over. This 

will help children with their gross motor skills. 

 

Item #:  3975, 1297 

 

 
 

Bowling Set 

This fun bowling set includes a junior-sized ball and six pins. The balls jump 

and clatter when the pins are knocked over. This will help children with their 

gross motor skills. 

 

Item #:  4115 

 

 
 

Child's Trampoline 

Perfect trampoline for young children to burn off energy while working on 

gross motor skills. Features large jumping surface and handle bar for stability 

 

Item #:  3571, 3944, 4101, 4102 

 

 
 

Crawl Tunnel 

Tunnel for developing cooperative play and muscle development. Stimulate 

the imagination for creative playtime. 

 

Item #:  4017 

 

 
 

Crawl Tunnel 

Great for muscle development, stimulates creativity & promotes active 

lifestyle. 

 

Item #:  3963 
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Crawl Tunnel 

A fun environment for imaginative play and motor skill development. 

 

Item #:  3921 

 

 
 

Crawl Tunnel 

Tunnel encourages kids to get active and play in fun and safe ways! The 3 

mesh windows are great for peek-a-boo time and let parents keep an eye on 

kids while they play. Folds flat for easy storage and is lightweight and easy to 

carry. 

 

Item #:  4118 

 

 

 

Crawl Tunnel - Extra Heavy Duty 

A fun environment for imaginative play and motor skill development. 

 

Item #:  3698, 3699, 3599, 3922, 1194 

 

 
 

Creepster Crawler (Therapist Directed) 

By suspending a child's torso with the elastic suspension straps, the child is 

given added support while crawling. 

 

Item #:  1126, 1127 

 

 
 

Crib Piano 

This item with help motivate your child to move/kick their legs.  With two 

modes of musical play, your child can listen to a continuous medley of songs 

or build a series of tunes by kicking or tapping the keys, which respond easily 

to touch. 

 

Item #:  2833 

 

 

 

Cube Chair 

This 15" durable cubed, lightweight plastic chair features radius corners and is 

versatile for multiple uses. Use as a chair or flip it over and it serves either as a 

table. 

 

Item #:  2274, 2276, 3392, 3080, 2002, 2004, 2696, 2706, 3483, 3484, 3485 

3486 

 

 

 

Cube Chair Tray 

The large 14" x 21" tray easily snaps onto the Educube to provide ample space 

for various activities.  An excellent furniture addition for children. The legs 

fold for convenient storage. 

 

Item #:  3494, 3495, 3496, 3497, 3498, 3499, 2698 
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Elefun 

Elephant blows butterflies up into the air.  Children can chase the butterflies 

and catch them in their net.  Great for gross motor skills and eye hand 

coordination 

 

Item #:  3849 

 

 
 

Floor Bubble - Large 

Hold on tight for a rock, wobble, and 360 degree spin adventure with the 

Simplay3 Rock Around Wobble Disk! Molded-in hand grips provide extra 

stability. 

 

Item #:  4103 

 

 
 

Foam Wedge Mirror 

This colorful soft foam wedge has an acrylic mirror attached that lets children 

explore their reflection and practice pulling up. 

 

Item #:  1227 

 

 
 

Fun and Function Peanut Ball 

A perfect saddle seat for children who yearn to wiggle but need more stability 

than a traditional therapy ball. A Peanut Ball encourages balance & 

stabilization of the core for an active learning posture. For daily exercise, 

positioning & therapy program. 

 

Item #:  4143, 4018 

 

 

 

Gigantic Keyboard 

Jumbo padded keys easily allow kids to create new tunes. They can experiment 

with 8 different instruments, and will even get to record and re-play their very 

own songs! Four modes allow them to improvise, record, playback and listen 

to songs, 

 

Item #:  3473, 3474 

 

 

 

Gigantic Keyboard 

4 great ways to play with endless combinations.  Musical notes glow as you 

step in time to the music.  A child can make crazy combinations of the silliest 

sounds, or simply play their favorite nursery songs. 

 

Item #:  2785, 3117 

 

 
 

Gigantic Keyboard 

Time to get your child up and moving! The Fisher Price Dancin' Tunes Rock N 

Roll Keyboard is a fun, musical and creative way to enjoy music while having 

big fun.Includes 19 step on piano keys,4 modes including 10 built in songs,5 

instrument 5sound effects 

 

Item #:  3269 
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Golf Club Set 

Children can practice their eye-hand coordination and their gross motor skills 

all while having fun playing golf. The club is made of a light weight plastic 

and the ball is a large white plastic ball. 

 

Item #:  3026 

 

 

 

Gymnic Therapy Ball - 45 cm 

Excellent for improving gross motor control, range of motion, muscle tone, 

balance, and more. 

 

Item #:  1090 

 

 
 

Gymnic Therapy Ball - 55 cm 

Excellent for improving gross motor control, range of motion, muscle tone, 

balance, and more. 

 

Item #:  1082, 1083 

 

 
 

Gymnic Therapy Ball - 65 cm 

Excellent for improving gross motor control, range of motion, muscle tone, 

balance, and more. 

 

Item #:  2511 

 

 
 

Gymnic Therapy Ball - 75 cm 

Excellent for improving gross motor control, range of motion, muscle tone, 

balance, and more. 

 

Item #:  1088, 1089 

 

 
 

Hoppity Horse - Large 

Bouncing activity that helps develop muscles, improve balance, and increase 

cardiovascular exertion. 

 

Item #:  2100, 3960, 3961, 1804 

 

 
 

Hoppity Horse - Small 

Bouncing activity that helps develop muscles, improve balance, and increase 

cardiovascular exertion. 

 

Item #:  3383, 1808, 2338 

 

 
 

Jettmobile 

Develops neck, shoulder, and arm muscles while providing fun for the user. 

Child is kept in an extension position by abductor wedge and side fenders.  28" 

 

Item #:  1154 
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Jonti-Craft Child Rocking Chair 

Create a cozy seating area for your little one with this sturdy wooden rocker, 

which provides a child-sized place to look at picture books or watch television. 

A sturdy back and contoured seat provide safe, comfortable rocking 

movements. 

 

Item #:  3125 

 

 

 

Jonti-Craft Step Rocking Boat 

Explore the seas of imagination or climb to great heights while developing key 

motor skills with the Jonti-Craft® Step Rocking Boat. 

 

Item #:  3028 

 

 
 

Jumbo Cardboard Blocks 

Children can develop their creativity, logical thinking, problem solving, 

visual/spatial acuity & motor skills while building and stacking with these 

lightweight-highly sturdy blocks. 

 

Item #:  2373, 2758, 3857 

 

 
 

Jumping ball with handle 

This bouncy ball is more than just bouncing fun - it also help kids learn 

balance and coordination skills! Comes with and easy to grip handle! 

 

Item #:  3124 

 

 
 

Kaye Walker Wagon 

Designed to provide support for children who are just learning to walk and 

need a balancing aid as they begin to develop their gross motor skills. 

 

Item #:  1009 

 

 
 

Kids Small Basketball Set 

This basketball set includes the ball, the hoop, and backboard. Playing 

basketball helps children work on gross motor skills, teamwork, and hand-eye 

coordination. 

 

Item #:  3630 

 

 
 

Leap Frog 2-in-1 Musical Jump n Toss 

Jump, toss, and play with a happy new ladybug friend! Young ones get to put 

their skills to the test as they either jump or toss to the music. 

 

Item #:  3775 
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Learning Hoops 

Three modes that allow little ones to: shoot baskets to count from 1 to 10, 

ABCs, or spell and pronounce words. Backboard extends to 20 inches, allowing 

kids to play while sitting or standing. Also good for purposeful release practice. 

 

Item #:  2021 

 

 
 

Learning Walker 

Children can play with the standalone activity panel on the floor while 

discovering animals, colors, music, shapes and numbers. Attach the panel to the 

walker as they grow and they’ll continue to learn as they move along! 

 

Item #:  3482 

 

 
 

Learn With Me Zebra 

From teaching first words to encouraging first steps, the Fisher-Price Learn with 

Me Zebra walker is the kind of first friend you want for your little one. 

 

Item #:  3412 

 

 
 

Little Tikes Cozy Coupe 

This pretend car is a great way for kids to have fun while improving their gross 

motor skills. Children use their own legs to move the car. They use the steering 

wheel to turn the car. It even has a horn to beep. 

 

Item #:  3123, 3285 

 

 
 

Mesh Basketball Game- Large 

Large mesh basketball hoop set with hole cut outs. Encourages the use of gross 

motor skills and hand eye coordination. 

 

Item #:  4010 

 

 
 

Monkey Balance Board 

Learn to balance and gain better coordination with the Monkey balance board. 

This educational toy focuses on motor skill development, allowing children to 

stand on the wobbly board. 

 

Item #:  1970 

 

 
 

O Ball 

Colorful ball that your child can grab through finger holes that make it easier 

to grasp or throw. 

 

Item #:  3388 
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Parachute 

Children love parachutes, not only for the social participation, the development 

of motor coordination, strengthening, and exercise, but also just because they 

are fun! 

 

Item #:  3731 

 

 
 

Physio Roll Peanut Ball 30cm - Blue 

A physio-roll’s “saddle-like” seat provides stability, comfort, and confidence 

so that children can participate in ball therapy to help work on balance, muscle 

tone, and much more. 

 

Item #:  1793, 1921, 1024, 2043 

 

 
 

Physio Roll Peanut Ball 40cm - Red 

A physio-roll’s “saddle-like” seat provides stability, comfort, and confidence 

so that children can participate in ball therapy to help work on balance, muscle 

tone, and much more. 

 

Item #:  3152 

 

 
 

Physio Roll Peanut Ball 55cm 

A physio-roll’s “saddle-like” seat provides stability, comfort, and confidence 

so that children can participate in ball therapy to help work on balance, muscle 

tone, and much more. 

 

Item #:  1377, 4007 

 

 
 

Plastic Scooter Board 

This plastic scooter board can be used in a sitting, kneeling, or prone position. 

Great for Developing strength of the upper and lower extremities. 

 

Item #:  3822, 1747, 2708, 2210 

 

 
 

Plastic Swings 

Latex-free swing molded from weather-proof plastic.  Restraining bar and 

cloth belt keeps them safely in their seat.  Designed for children from 2 -4 with 

a 150-lb capacity. Measures 26L x 16W x 10H inches 

 

Item #:  1896 

 

 
 

Plastic Swings 

Special High Back Swing is designed for special needs children and adults 

who require mild to moderate support while swinging. 

 

Item #:  2000 
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Plastic Swings 

This swing can be reclined for use with infants.  Then it can be used in the 

upright position for toddlers up to 3 years or 45 lbs. 

 

Item #:  3286 

 

 
 

Plastic Swings 

A t-bar and adjustable straps hold the child securely in place and can be 

removed as the child grows. It's a baby swing and a toddler swing in one. 

Maximum weight is 50 lbs. 

 

Item #:  3287 

 

 
 

Playground Ball 

Basic soft playground ball, ideal for working on catching, throwing, and 

kicking. 

 

Item #:  3962 

 

 
 

Playskool Walk n' Ride 

It's 2 toys in 1: a sturdy, stable walker that helps child learn to stand and walk 

and converts to a ride-on toy, with a locking mechanism only adults can 

activate! Fun hands on activities include clicking gearshift and spinning drum. 

 

Item #:  1435, 1436 

 

 
 

Portable Goal Net 

19.4 x 18 x 2.4 inches; 2.26 Pounds. Portable goal net for multiple activities 

and sports. Net is green, black, and white. 

 

Item #:  4006 

 

 
 

Pound n Play 

Pound away at this interactive Pound n Play toy set! Use the easy grip hammer 

to pound the four funny-faced balls through the holes and then watch them fall 

onto the secret ramp and back to the front . 

 

Item #:  3569 

 

 
 

Radio Flyer Pathfinder Wagon 

This wagon provides children with a comfortable and safe ride. It has seat belts 

and is easy for adults to pull. Children will enjoy going for rides around their 

neighborhoods. 

 

Item #:  1499 

 

 
 

Radio Flyer Walker Wagon 

Helps children who are learning to walk by providing balance support as they 

develop gross motor skills 

 

Item #:  1179 
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Ready Racer 

Designed for indoor use, the Ready Racer maneuvers in tight places, moves 

easily over carpet and rough surfaces and requires minimal arm strength. 

Lightweight, high-density foam chassis is covered with moisture-proof, easy-

to-clean Tumble Forms coating. 

 

Item #:  2299 

 

 

 

Rib-It-Ball - 18" 

Lightweight inflatable ball that helps develop balance, coordination and play 

skills. These balls are so light that they can be thrown or kicked with quite a bit 

of force and yet not cause any harm. 

 

Item #:  2093 

 

 
 

Road Rally Play Foam Tile Mats 

FUN PLAY SURFACE - Better Than Ordinary Foam Tiles, These Tiles Come 

With A Street Scene Road Rally Play Surface Design So Grab A Car, Truck, 

or Even A Plane And Have A Blast! 

 

Item #:  3072 

 

 
 

Rocker Board 

This sturdy rocker or balance board is ideal for activities such as standing, 

kneeling, sitting or lying. It is designed with handholds to prevent pinched 

fingers. 

 

Item #:  3697, 1156 

 

 
 

Rotator 

This rotator is great for ages 3 and up.  Children can sit or stand on it to rotate.  

Weight Limit is 132 lbs. 

 

Item #:  2212, 2433 

 

 
 

Round Seesaw 

This round Seesaw moves in all directions.  Great for improving balance.  

Particularly well suited for smaller children (age 3-5) and can be used by one 

child alone or two children simultaneously. Handles are covered with soft 

foam.  Holds up to 125 lbs. 

 

Item #:  4052, 2835, 2617, 3572, 3940 

 

 

 

Rusig Rocker 

Rocking helps develop a child's sense of balance and the brain to sort sensory 

impressions. 

 

Item #:  2027 
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Saddle Roll - 30.5cm - Green 

The Saddle Rolls "saddle-like" seat provides stability, comfort and confidence. 

 

Item #:  2085, 2086 

 

 
 

Saddle Roll - 40cm - Yellow 

The Saddle Rolls "saddle-like" seat provides stability, comfort and confidence. 

 

Item #:  2088, 2418, 1861 

 

 
 

Saddle Roll - 50cm 

The Saddle Rolls "saddle-like" seat provides stability, comfort and confidence. 

 

Item #:  1863 

 

 
 

Scoop Rocker 

rocker seat.  Holds up to 50 lbs. 

 

Item #:  2978 

 

 
 

Sensory Scooter 

Sensory Scooters offer both sensory integration as balance work as your child 

zooms across the floor building gross motor skills as well. 

 

Item #:  2405 

 

 
 

Sensy Ball 65cm 

This ball has a specially textured "nubby" surface that adds tactile and visual 

elements.  The bumps also massage user.  It can be used to improve balance, 

coordination, flexibility, strength or simply just for fun. 

 

Item #:  2512 

 

 
 

Shopping Cart 

This pretend shopping cart has a deep basket for children to load up their 

favorite items or pretend food. This cart offers a fun way for children to use 

their imagination while working on gross motor skills. 

 

Item #:  4036, 2264 
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Singing Soccer Ball 

Kids will love discovering numbers, counting, colors, and opposites, and even 

get a start on teamwork and taking turns. Roll the plush ball back and forth to 

activate the learning fun. Press the soccer ball to switch modes and hear over 

25 tunes & phrases 

 

Item #:  2187 

 

 

 

Sit N Spin 

Kids sit on the sturdy base, take the wheel on their own and spin at whatever 

speed they want. The whirling, twirling ride is all up to them. It's a classically 

fun toy! 

 

Item #:  4059, 3401, 4016, 3328 

 

 
 

Small (Soft Top and Carpet) Rocker Boards 

Quality rocker/balance board is ideal for activities such as standing, kneeling, 

or sitting. Made of birth plywood and durable enough to withstand years of 

use. Rug-type covering. Encourages rhythm, balance, coordination and 

vestibular responses. 

 

Item #:  3336, 1622, 3054 

 

 

 

Small (Soft Top and Carpet) Rocker Boards 

Tumble Forms 2 Soft-Top Rocker Balance Board features a foam-cushioned 

top is nonslip and nonabrasive, providing sure footing during rocker/balance 

exercises. 

 

Item #:  2747, 2061 

 

 
 

Smart Shots Sports Center 

Toss the basketball into the hoop, or kick the soccer ball into the net to hear 

fun sounds. The scoreboard counts the baskets, promoting cause and effect and 

introducing numbers. Press buttons, turn gears and flip pages to  promote 

learning. 

 

Item #:  3278 

 

 

 

Special Tomato 6" Wedge 

Special Tomato Soft Touch Therapy Wedges are ideal for applications such as 

adaptive positioning, balance and muscle tone control. 

 

Item #:  2247 

 

 
 

Stability Pad 

These pads have rolled outer edges and were designed to be adjustable. They 

have many uses including stepping stones during therapy or play, balance 

trainers in standing , sitting or on all fours. 

 

Item #:  1157 
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Stand N' Play Rampway 

This fun ramp way is over two feet tall and encourages children to go from sit 

to stand. There are two spiral ramps that kids will enjoy watching the cars 

speed down. 

 

Item #:  1753, 3584, 1894 

 

 
 

Stand N' Play Rampway 

This fun ramp way is over two feet tall and encourages children to go from sit 

to stand. There is one spiral ramps that kids will enjoy watching the cars speed 

down and one ramp with a loop at the end. 

 

Item #:  2516, 2186 

 

 
 

Steppers 

Steppers have long been a great toy for kids to improve balance and 

coordination while having fun. 

 

Item #:  1932 

 

 
 

Stepping Stones 

Set of 5 colorful Stones for endless jumping and hopping fun for young 

children. Using the Stepping Stones uses core strength and builds self-

confidence as children balance their way across the path. 

 

Item #:  3870 

 

 
 

Stepping Stones 

The kids balance stones are made of durable PP materials. With non-slip 

silicone edge and texture surface, the stones can increase the friction to ensure 

the kids’ safety. 

 

Item #:  3802 

 

 
 

Stepping Stones 

Designed with wide step areas, non-skid textured tops, and connected by rope, 

these balancing beams make children stretch, reach, jump, and step for active 

play. 

 

Item #:  4079 

 

 
 

Swing 'N Score Baseball 

Every time child bats the ball, the toy “comes alive” with the sounds of the 

game! Activate lights and hear the stadium announcer by batting the ball or 

pressing home plate. Toy has electronic speech, sounds, music and lights as 

well as adjustable height. 

 

Item #:  2023 
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Tactile Sensory Balance Beam 

Each tactile section is covered with hundreds of molded-in, smoothly rounded 

bumps for comfortable stimulation. It comes with eight pieces that connect in 

various patterns. 

 

Item #:  1239, 1243, 1244, 1245 

 

 
 

Teeter for Two 

The plastic teeter totter is designed for two and provides fun, rocking action. 

 

Item #:  1513 

 

 
 

Therapy Bench 

Small, pediatric physical therapy bench - made using unfinished wood, with a 

vinyl covered padded top and holes drilled in the ends to allow for adjustments 

in both, height and angle. Supports up to 40 lbs.  28" x 12" and height ranges 

from 7" to 10". 

 

Item #:  1407 

 

 

 

The River Balance 

Build your own path and balance along the flow of balancing stones as you 

travel down the motor-skill developing River.  Made from durable plastic with 

anti-slip rubber edges. 

 

Item #:  3756, 3766, 3767, 3923, 3924, 3378 

 

 
 

Toddler Basketball Hoop 

It includes ball, hoop and backboard.  It also adjust in height to grow with 

child. 

 

Item #:  2881 

 

 
 

Toddler Trampoline 

This trampoline has just enough "give" for the smallest jumpers. This bouncer 

is designed specifically for use by toddlers. Designed for children up to 40 

pounds. 

 

Item #:  4148 

 

 
 

Toddler Trampoline 

This trampoline has just enough "give" for the smallest jumpers. This bouncer 

is designed specifically for use by toddlers. 

 

Item #:  2423, 3469, 3470, 3471, 1143, 2697 
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Toss Across 

Players place Toss Across on the floor and turn all targets with the blank side 

up. Each player or team chooses to be an X or an O and gets three bean bags. 

Players take turns tossing the bean bags underhand or overhand, trying to turn 

up their symbols. 

 

Item #:  2616 

 

 

 

Tricycle 

This bright red tricycle is classically styled and includes chrome handlebars 

and fender. Your child will also love the streamers and ringing bell, and the 

double-deck rear step makes climbing on and off easy. The adjustable seat 

grows with your child. 

 

Item #:  4043 

 

 

 

Tricycle 

tricycle with push bar 

 

Item #:  2594 

 

 
 

Tricycle 

This small bike is designed to build strength and coordination. The hand and 

foot cycles are intended for early intervention by stimulating reciprocal 

movement and increasing range of motion. 

 

Item #:  2420, 1766 

 

 
 

Tricycle 

Tricycle with high back. Includes straps for the feet and chest. 

 

Item #:  2858 

 

 
 

Tricycle 

Seat adjusts to 4 positions almost any size child; 5-point seat belt harness and 

protective safety bar.  Adjustable, detachable push handle that allows parent to 

control direction with one hand. 

 

Item #:  2934 

 

 
 

Tricycle 

small sized tricycle 

 

Item #:  2937, 3289 
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Tumble 'n Roll 

This bright and soft item is perfect for helping children explore spatial 

relationships. 

 

Item #:  3492, 3493, 2419, 3360, 2059 

 

 
 

TwistCar 

No batteries, gears, or pedals--simply hop on and go. Turning the steering 

wheel propels the vehicle forward and steers it as well.  Recommended for 

children 3 years of age and older.  Holds up to 220 lbs. 

 

Item #:  2288, 3884, 3885, 3985, 2780 

 

 
 

Vtech Sit-to-Stand Dancing Tower 

The VTech Sit-to-Stand Dancing Tower grows with your Child. When the 

Child wants to sit & play, you can keep the tower close to the floor. Raise it 

when your Child is ready to stand and dance on the twin pads. This sit to stand 

walker has easy grip. 

 

Item #:  2983 

 

 

 

Weight Belt - Large 

This oh-so-soft pediatric weight belt provides proprioceptive feedback and 

stability. Recommended at 2.5% of the client’s body weight. Distribute 

weights along the length of the belt. Once the weight is in place, secure with 

the hook-and-loop closure. 

 

Item #:  1674 

 

 

 

Wheely Bug 

This item goes backwards, forwards, sideways, and round and round. Children 

don't get stuck against obstacles like some other ride on toys. Wheely Bugs 

help promote gross motor skills and balance like no other item. 

 

Item #:  2449 

 

 

 

Wheely Bug 

Helps develop balance and gross motor skills.  The wheels allow the child to 

move with ease on any kind of flooring. Because of the multi-directional 

casters, riders can learn to back up and make turns. 

 

Item #:  2939 

 

 
 

Y-Bike 

Multi direction caster wheels allow a child to ride and easily control the Pewi 

in any direction.  Child stands freely in front of Pewi using it only as an aid. 

Enhances body and space awareness. Ideal use for indoor and outdoor play on 

smooth surfaces 

 

Item #:  2042, 2045 
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Zoom Ball 

The zoom ball is a really fun toy that promotes teamwork and improves 

eye/hand coordination. It also helps strength arm muscles 

 

Item #:  3193, 3194, 1920 
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Category:  Infant  

 

Crawl Along Puppy 

Ready, set, crawl. Delight in chasing after this funny friend. Bat at the ball or 

rolls it across the floor, the cheerful puppy wobbles on top. Silly sounds and 

music add to the excitement. More than 25 sing-along songs, tunes and phrases 

 

Item #:  3268 

 

 
 

Crawl Along Snail Mirror 

This colorful mirror offers developmentally appropriate activity during tummy 

time, sitting or crawl-along play. Young children will enjoy seeing themselves 

in the mirror, listening to music, and watching the lights. 

 

Item #:  1379 

 

 
 

Crawling Musical Mirror 

The crawling mirror can help crawling skills accelerate with flashing lights, 

five happy songs, and a big baby-safe mirror. 

 

Item #:  1002 

 

 
 

Feel The Fun Crawl On 

Activities on the platform reward a child’s effort with two acrylic mirrors for 

happy reflections and two plush rings that crinkle and rattle when slid back and 

forth over the flexible padded arches. 

 

Item #:  1013 

 

 
 

Fisher Price Musical Stacker 

Simply push down on the friendly face and a selection of melodies rings forth. 

Any manipulation of the stars is rewarded with music and flashing lights. This 

toy offers auditory stimulation, develops hand-eye coordination, and sorting 

skills. 

 

Item #:  3102, 4054, 4055 

 

 

 

Jolly Cube 

This busy cube is designed to help kids explore a variety of diferent activities. 

 

Item #:  1466 

 

 
 

Look at Me Play Mirror 

Great reflective mirror.  It also as animals that pull off for fine motor skills.  It 

attaches to crib for play. 

 

Item #:  1895 
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Monkey Teether 

Orange Monkey Teether.  Great for teething children.  It also can be used for 

gripping and batting. 

 

Item #:  4074 

 

 
 

Move and Crawl Ball 

Chocked full of fun things to press, pull, spin and peel -- the Move & Crawl 

Ball introduces shapes, numbers, animals, and animal sounds. 

 

Item #:  3035 

 

 
 

Soft Blocks - Alphablock Sorter 

Colorful, stackable, soft foam blocks that feature numbers, animals, and 

shapes. The Alphablock sorter comes with three see-though shakers and three 

textured teethers. 

 

Item #:  2133 

 

 
 

Soothe and Glow Seahorse 

When toy is cuddled, her belly gently glows and she plays over 5 minutes of 

llullabies and classical music as well as ocean sounds. After 5 minutes, the 

sounds and lights will gently fade out.   Volume control of low or high turn off 

altogether. 

 

Item #:  2948, 1558 

 

 

 

Spin & Explore Lady Bug Tummy Time 

This mat is ideal for providing infants with comfort and support while 

promoting development of the spinal and upper extremity muscles critical for 

creeping and crawling. The vivid colors and animals of this positioned also 

provide visual stimulation. 

 

Item #:  1199 

 

 

 

Stack and Roll Cups 

These cups can be stacked, rolled, or nested. There are a variety of ways to 

play with these colorful cups. 

 

Item #:  3776, 1006, 3409 

 

 
 

Stack and Stay Magnetic Bugs 

Children will have success with stacking these colorful magnetic bugs. The 

bugs are also rattles as well. Great for babies and young children. 

 

Item #:  1508 
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Stacking Cups 

These 7 cups are perfectly sized and shaped for easy stacking and nesting. 

Each cup features a different embossed shape along the edges, as well as a 

different shape pressed into the bottom of the cup. They come in assorted 

colors and sizes. 

 

Item #:  3616 

 

 

 

Stacking Cups 

These are colorful plastic cups that children can stack and play with in a 

variety of different ways. 

 

Item #:  3410 

 

 
 

TumZee 

Enables babies to be propped up on their stomachs on an incline, which helps 

reduce the frustration most babies incur during this learning experience. 

Contoured sides help the child stay in place, and the "T" support helps to keep 

the child from sliding. 

 

Item #:  2422 

 

 

 

Wrist Rattle - Elephant 

These wrist rattles are soft and cuddly and are shaped like animals. Your child 

can enjoy making fun sounds with this rattle. 

 

Item #:  1283 
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Category:  Language Development  

 

Activity Tree for Chicka Chicka Boom Boom 

Children can follow right along to the book Chicka Chicka Boom Boom. The 

cloth tree comes with a set of 26 lowercase and 26 uppercase felt letters that 

stick to the tree, so kids get plenty of practice with their ABCs. Great for fine 

motor as well. 

 

Item #:  3875 

 

 

 

Activity Tree for Chicka Chicka Boom Boom 

Children can follow right along to the book Chicka Chicka Boom Boom. The 

cloth tree comes with a set of 26 lowercase foam letters that stick to the tree 

like magic, so kids get plenty of practice with their ABCs. Great for fine motor 

as well. 

 

Item #:  2249 

 

 

 

A Little Spot of Emotion Box Set 

This box set includes 8 Emotion Books:  A Little SPOT of Anger, A Little 

SPOT of Anxiety, A Little SPOT of Happiness, A Little SPOT of Sadness, A 

Little SPOT of Love, A Little SPOT of Confidence, A Little Peaceful SPOT, A 

Little Scribble SPOT. 

 

Item #:  3811 

 

 

 

Alphabet Abacus 

Alphabet Abacus contains wooden double-sided tiles with letters on one side 

and a corresponding picture and word on the other.  It also features number 

tiles. 

 

Item #:  2453 

 

 
 

Alphabet Pal Caterpillar 

This caterpillar has four learning modes that teach letter names, letter sounds, 

colors and music.n Can also be used as a pull toy. 

 

Item #:  2172 

 

 
 

Alphabet Sound Puzzle 

See and hear the alphabet with this wooden puzzle board and pieces.  26 

wooden letter pieces sit slightly above board for easy grasping.  Includes on / 

off switch 

 

Item #:  3677 
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Alphabet Sound Puzzle 

This wooden puzzle has all the letters of the alphabet. The puzzle says the 

names of 26 letters and objects that begin with each letter. 

 

Item #:  2395 

 

 
 

Animal Sounds Farm 

Children will enjoy all the fun animal sounds that this toy makes. This toy 

encourages children to use their imagination while playing with the Farmer, 

cow, sheep, horse, pig, and goat. 

 

Item #:  1978, 1299 

 

 
 

Antonyms Vocabulary Match-Ups 

Set includes 12 three-piece puzzles, each with two colorful illustrations on top 

and two corresponding antonyms on bottom. To complete each puzzle, 

children simply match up the correct antonyms with the simple illustrations—

boosting their vocabulary. 

 

Item #:  4033 

 

 

 

A Potty for Me Book 

With interactive gatefold flaps, Katz addresses a perennial toddler issue--potty 

training. In a very realistic, child-appealing text, Katz describes how a gender-

neutral toddler struggles to learn how to use the potty. Full color. 

 

Item #:  3839 

 

 
 

Beehive Surprise 

Reach for a honeycomb and the bee will buzz and vibrate. "Bee" quick, and 

take a honeycomb from the honeybee's hive before she jumps forward. If she 

jumps forward on a player's turn that player is out. The last player left not to 

have the bee jump wins. 

 

Item #:  3627 

 

 

 

Boggle 

Boggle Jr. helps children learn letters, spelling and reading while having loads 

of fun! Allows children to make the connection between objects and their 

names. 

 

Item #:  3296, 3451, 3813 

 

 
 

Bright Beats 

This item has a large, multi-color LED grid tummy that lights up when 

activated.  Buttons on paws control lights, music, and action.  Contains 25 

learning songs, tunes, and phrases and encourages exploration and movement. 

 

Item #:  3790, 3567, 2956, 3327 
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Brown Bear Brown Bear Storytelling Set 

Appealing felt animals and story telling pieces in bold colors are seen and 

named in a rhyming question-and-response text that delights as it invites young 

readers and listeners to participate actively. 

 

Item #:  3809, 3808 

 

 
 

Brown Bear Brown Bear Storytelling Set 

What do you see? This classic story includes the book and all the animals 

Brown Bear comes across on his adventure. 

 

Item #:  1186 

 

 
 

Colors Book 

An adorable (and tactile) take on the traditional color concept book. 

 

Item #:  3984 

 

 
 

Conscious Discipline Books-Schubert Series 

When Shubert tries to avoid the consequences of his actions, Mrs. Bookbinder 

helps him discover how to take responsibility for his behavior and learn from 

his mistakes. 

 

Item #:  4100 

 

 
 

Conscious Discipline Books-Schubert Series 

Shubert arrives to class where an angry Lucinda lashes out. Everyone 

discovers ways to view misbehavior as a “call for help,” not just acting out. 

 

Item #:  4099 

 

 
 

Conscious Discipline Books-Schubert Series 

Name-calling is the focus in this helpful book. Join Shubert, Crenshaw and 

Mrs. Bookbinder as they transform hurtful situations into helpful interactions. 

 

Item #:  4098 

 

 
 

Conscious Discipline Books-Schubert Series 

Providing two positive choices assists children with follow-through, focus and 

self-esteem. Join Shubert as he discovers this lesson at home and school. 

 

Item #:  4097 

 

 
 

Conscious Discipline Books-Schubert Series 

When a new student arrives looking different, Mrs. Bookbinder models the 

skill of empathy to help the class welcome and accept diversity. 

 

Item #:  4096 
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Conscious Discipline Books-Schubert Series 

Come to Mrs. Bookbinder’s class where Shubert learns about being a 

S.T.A.R., ballooning and other anger management techniques. Children and 

adults learn to create and use a Safe Place. 

 

Item #:  4095 

 

 
 

Conscious Discipline Books-Schubert Series 

This delightful children’s book teaches adults how to help children speak up to 

bullies. Shubert the lightning bug shows us that his words are more powerful 

than hands that hit or feet that kick. 

 

Item #:  4094 

 

 
 

Conscious Discipline Books-Sophie Series 

Watch Sophie’s Mom transform this potentially frustrating event into a 

smooth-moving process by offering two positive choices. Includes helpful 

parent/caregiver tips. 

 

Item #:  4090 

 

 
 

Conscious Discipline Books-Sophie Series 

Sophie helps teach even the youngest children how to handle tough emotions 

as she rants, raves and recovers in this board book that models Conscious 

Discipline skills. 

 

Item #:  4089 

 

 
 

Conscious Discipline Books-Sophie Series 

Sophie offers young children the first step in their self-regulation journey by 

teaching them to S.T.A.R. breathe. 8 pages of illustration, plus helpful 

parent/caregiver tips 

 

Item #:  4088 

 

 
 

Conscious Discipline Books-Sophie Series 

In Sophie’s Helpful Day, Sophie contributes to her family in age-appropriate 

ways while Mom encourages her helpfulness through noticing. 8 pages of 

illustrations plus helpful tips for caregivers. 

 

Item #:  4087 

 

 
 

Conscious Discipline Books-Sophie Series 

All behavior is a form of communication. Children who grab are saying, “I 

don’t know how else to get my needs met.” Sophie and friends teach each 

other the “tap, wait, ask” turn-taking process instead of grabbing. Includes 

helpful parent/caregiver tips. 

 

Item #:  4093 
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Conscious Discipline Books-Sophie Series 

Young children are always testing others’ boundaries. In this essential book, 

Sophie learns the words and motions needed to teach others how to treat her. 8 

pages of illustration, plus helpful parent/caregiver tips. 

 

Item #:  4092 

 

 
 

Conscious Discipline Books-Sophie Series 

Sophie’s family is aglow with anticipation of a new member! When the new 

baby arrives, one family member feels disappointed. See how they help each 

other handle tough feelings. 

 

Item #:  4091 

 

 

 

Construction Books 

A little boy imagines driving a great big digger-scooping and pushing mud to 

make a playground for his baby brother. In this playful picture book, simple 

alliterative language and bold, colorful images capture a child's love of 

building and creating. 

 

Item #:  2920 

 

 

 

Counting & Sorting Farm 

This toy encourages children to use fine motor skills and practice counting 

and sorting as well as creative play with these soft animals. 

 

Item #:  1918 

 

 
 

Counting Animal Friends 

Helps your child learn through everyday experiences: 1) Introduces numbers, 

counting, animals and their sounds. 2) Enhances language skills with first 

words, animal names and a sing-along song. 3) Fosters an early appreciation 

of books and stories. 

 

Item #:  3100 

 

 

 

Dinosaur Figure Set 

This set has over a dozen assorted dinosaur figurines to encourage 

imaginative play. 

 

Item #:  3974 

 

 
 

Farm Fresh Vegetables 

This set includes seven realistic looking vegetables. Children will have fun 

with imaginative play while improving their language skills. 

 

Item #:  1682 
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Feelings & Emotions Washable Dolls 

Introduce the concept of feelings and emotions with these dolls. Each cloth 

doll features a permanently stitched expression that helps children recognize 

the emotions of others—and learn to understand their own feelings. 

 

Item #:  3994 

 

 
 

Feelings Flashcards 

Colorful cards featuring feelings children experience, with the opposite feeling 

on the other side of each card. 20 cards in matching box. 

 

Item #:  3829 

 

 
 

Finger Puppets 

This cute finger puppet set is perfect for many activities like using them to sing 

songs, a play, mimic a real communication & teach about stories. This set is a 

mixture of both animal and people puppets. 

 

Item #:  3816 

 

 
 

Finger Puppets 

This cute finger puppet set is perfect for many activities like using them to sing 

songs, a play, mimic a real communication & teach about stories. They have 

such sweet faces that you can't help playing with them. Give your Child 

unforgettable memories! 

 

Item #:  3086 

 

 

 

Fisher Price Laugh & learn & Dance & Play Puppy 

Enjoy lots of learning fun with this cuddly friend.  Learn through singing, 

dancing and playing.  Introduces baby to the alphabet, colors, numbers, 

manners, greetings and more.  Puppy can clap, wiggle his body side to side, & 

raise his ears-over 25 songs 

 

Item #:  3099 

 

 

 

Fisher Price Laugh & learn & Dance & Play Puppy 

This cuddly and bright puppy plays games, sing songs, and teaches young 

children A-B-C's, 1-2-3's, colors, and body parts. 

 

Item #:  1631 

 

 
 

Fisher Price Learning Laptop 

Nine keys are easy for fingers to press, bringing learning to life on the 

animated screen. Children can enjoy flipping the lid open and closed or batting 

and rolling the mouse.  25 sing-along songs, tunes, and phrases teach numbers, 

shapes, colors, etc. 

 

Item #:  3525 
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Fisher Price Nighty Night Monkey 

Children can hear the story of Nighty Night, Monkey as pages are turned. 

 

Item #:  4120 

 

 
 

Five Little Monkeys Jumping on The Bed Storytelling Set 

No more monkeys jumping on the bed! This set includes a book, five little 

monkeys, Momma monkey, Doctor monkey, and the bed. All the pieces 

needed to tell this classic counting story. 

 

Item #:  3480 

 

 
 

Five Little Monkeys Jumping on The Bed Storytelling Set 

This set includes a book, five little monkeys, Momma monkey, Doctor 

monkey, and the bed. All the pieces needed to tell this classic counting story. 

 

Item #:  2979 

 

 
 

Flip-A-Face Cards 

These bright cards help children find what is different and what is the same on 

each card. These cards help sharpen visual skills and cognitive skills. 

 

Item #:  2703 

 

 
 

Floor Mat Puzzle - Letters A - C 

These floor mat puzzles are a fun way to learn ABC's and numbers. They also 

help with fine motor skills. 

 

Item #:  2588 

 

 
 

Germs Are Not For Sharing 

Sneezes, coughs, runny noses and messes are part of everyday life with 

children.This book teaches kids what germs are, what to do to block them from 

spreading. Simple words, full-color illustrations with real-life situations kids 

can relate to. 

 

Item #:  3248 

 

 

 

Goldilocks and the Three Bears House and Storybook 

Read the picture book and use Goldilocks, Mama, Papa and Baby Bear to act 

out the tale, play and imagine.   Made of lightweight EVA foam and high-

quality card stock, the house and furniture pieces easily fit together like a 3-D 

puzzle. 

 

Item #:  2938 
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Goodnight Moon Book 

A little bunny says goodnight to each of the objects in the great green room 

before falling asleep. 

 

Item #:  3075 

 

 
 

Goodnight Moon Storytelling Set 

This classic tale comes to life with the white bunny hand puppet and 19 fabric 

props. Each padded, fabric prop sticks to the great, green room backdrop. All 

store in an embroidered bag.  Board book included. 

 

Item #:  2653, 3832, 3833 

 

 
 

Hair Love book 

Tender and empowering, Hair Love is an ode to loving your natural hair -- and 

a celebration of daddies and daughters everywhere. 

 

Item #:  3991 

 

 
 

Hands are not for hitting 

Children learn that violence is never okay, that they can manage their anger 

and other strong feelings, and that they’re capable of positive, loving actions—

like playing, making music, learning, counting, helping, taking care, and much 

more. 

 

Item #:  3249 

 

 

 

Hear Myself Sound Phone 

Fun-to-use phone lets children hear themselves talk…so kids can really focus 

on every sound they say. 

 

Item #:  3257, 3258 

 

 
 

Home Sweet Home Playset 

A house kids feel at home in—because it's just their size! Five rooms furnished 

with accessories to rearrange, which helps little fingers develop fine motor 

skills. Little People van included. 

 

Item #:  2372 

 

 
 

Home Sweet Home Playset 

Kids discover more than 50 sounds, songs & phrases!  Press on the alarm clock 

to flip Emma right out of bed & hear fun sounds!  Open the oven & 

refrigerator doors for lights & phrases!  Lift the toilet seat for flushing & other 

silly sounds! 

 

Item #:  3128 
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How Do I Feel? Interactive Book 

Young learners are encouraged to explore and understand the concept of 

emotions within a specific context. Children can choose the image of the 

emotion that they feel to complete a sentence which describes a particular 

situation. 

 

Item #:  2827 

 

 

 

How Many? Interactive Number Book 

A perfect tool for teaching quantity, this book contains detachable numbers as 

well as images depicting objects in quantities from one through twelve. Each 

page asks 'How Many?' followed by a space for the number and the object. 

 

Item #:  2609, 1739 

 

 
 

Hullabaloo 

Get kids bouncing, twisting, spinning and dancing to the commands of 

Hullabaloo. As they do, they hone their problem-solving, direction following 

and listening skills. Provides great indoor fun. For 1 to 6 players, ages 4 and 

up. 

 

Item #:  2786 

 

 

 

Hungry Hungry Hippos 

Be ready to join in the feeding frenzy when you release all the marbles onto the 

game base, because all the hippos will be chomping and your hippo will need 

to move fast! If he chomps the golden marble, you win. 

 

Item #:  3628 

 

 
 

If You Take A Mouse To School 

This includes a soft, overall-clad mouse puppet and 15 fabric pieces to retell 

the story along with the "If You Take A Mouse To School" hardcover book 

 

Item #:  3888 

 

 
 

I Go To School Interactive Book 

An interactive reading book that depicts children's school experiences. 

 

Item #:  2600, 2830 

 

 
 

I Know What to Do Guide to Feelings 

This flipbook will help children identify and respond appropriately to their 

emotions. It is fully interactive and provides a dry erase compatibility so that 

unique situations and solutions can be added for each emotion. 

 

Item #:  3318 
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I Like Myself Book 

Exuberant rhymes and wild illustrations celebrate self-acceptance and self-

love. High on energy and imagination, this ode to self-esteem encourages kids 

to appreciate everything about themselves--inside and out. 

 

Item #:  3983 

 

 
 

I Love Colors 

This book shows off a rainbow of baby's favorite things--from a sunny orange 

flower to purple sunglasses. Learning about colors has never been so much 

fun! This new mini-edition of the original best-selling board book is perfect for 

little hands! 

 

Item #:  3076 

 

 

 

Language Cards-Animals 

These photo cards help develop early language and literacy skills. Cards are 

very large (9"x12"). The back of each card has a vocabulary list, suggested 

activities, America Sign Language sign, and a recommended children’s book. 

 

Item #:  1641 

 

 
 

Language Cards-Birds 

These photo cards help develop early language and literacy skills. Cards are 

very large (9"x12"). The back of each card has a vocabulary list, suggested 

activities, America Sign Language sign, and a recommended children’s book. 

 

Item #:  1642 

 

 
 

Language Cards-Body Parts 

This helpful teaching tool helps develop early language and literacy skills. 

Cards are very large (9"x12"). The back of each card has a vocabulary list, 

suggested activities, America Sign Language sign, and a recommended 

children’s book 

 

Item #:  1315 

 

 

 

Language Cards-Bugs & Other Things That Crawl 

These photo cards help develop early language and literacy skills. Cards are 

very large (9"x12"). The back of each card has a vocabulary list, suggested 

activities, America Sign Language sign, and a recommended children’s book. 

 

Item #:  1643 

 

 
 

Language Cards-Construction 

This helpful teaching tool helps develop early language and literacy skills. 

Cards are very large (9"x12"). The back of each card has a vocabulary list, 

suggested activities, America Sign Language sign, and a recommended 

children’s book 

 

Item #:  1591 
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Language Cards-Fruits and Veggies 

These photo cards help develop early language and literacy skills. Cards are 

very large (9"x12"). The back of each card has a vocabulary list, suggested 

activities, America Sign Language sign, and a recommended children’s book. 

 

Item #:  1644 

 

 
 

Language Cards Manners 

Teaching Good Manners is a set of picture language cards that help teach 

children good manners. These double sided picture cards illustrate good 

behaviors vs. improper behaviors. The cards are a great tool to help model 

good behavior. 

 

Item #:  3801 

 

 

 

Language Cards-Pets 

This helpful teaching tool helps develop early language and literacy skills. 

Cards are very large (9"x12"). The back of each card has a vocabulary list, 

suggested activities, America Sign Language sign, and a recommended 

children’s book 

 

Item #:  1319 

 

 

 

Language Cards-Shapes 

These photo cards help develop early language and literacy skills. Cards are 

very large (9"x12"). The back of each card has a vocabulary list, suggested 

activities, America Sign Language sign, and a recommended children’s book. 

 

Item #:  1640 

 

 
 

Language Cards-Things Kids Like to Do 

These photo cards help develop early language and literacy skills. Cards are 

very large (9"x12"). The back of each card has a vocabulary list, suggested 

activities, America Sign Language sign, and a recommended children’s book. 

 

Item #:  1638 

 

 
 

Language Cards-Transportation 

This helpful teaching tool helps develop early language and literacy skills. 

Cards are very large (9"x12"). The back of each card has a vocabulary list, 

suggested activities, America Sign Language sign, and a recommended 

children’s book 

 

Item #:  1320 

 

 

 

Language Discovery Cards 

Each beautifully illustrated card features real-life images and words that will 

expand children's vocabulary, as well as enhance their concept development 

and word recognition skills. 

 

Item #:  3970 
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Lauri Language Cards Actions 

Help children become familiar with action verbs! 

Each card features a full-color picture of an activity 

Includes 40 cards in a hinged storage case. 

 

Item #:  3189, 2911 

 

 
 

Lauri Language Cards Go-Togethers 

Cards that show 20 pairs of related objects are designed to develop kids’ 

thinking and reasoning skills.  Makes kids aware of relationships by matching 

associated pairs, like toothbrush and toothpaste, raincoat and umbrella and 

more. 

 

Item #:  2906 

 

 

 

Lauri Language Cards Nouns 

These cards show easily recognizable everyday objects found around the home 

and help kids develop grouping and classifying skills.  For example, dog, cat 

and goldfish can be grouped together because they’re all pets. 

 

Item #:  3254 

 

 
 

Lauri Language Cards Opposites 

Make children aware of relationships by matching opposites.  Each card 

features a full-color picture.  Includes 40 cards in a hinged storage case. 

 

Item #:  2908 

 

 
 

Leap Frog Counting Pal 

This soft learning pal is a multi-sensory learning experience with tons of 

activities for a child to touch, hear and see! With 4 modes of play, this pal 

musically introduces counting and colors, while offering a variety of different 

classical tunes. 

 

Item #:  1752 

 

 

 

Leap Frog Learn & Groove Color Play Drum 

Tap into learning fun by playing along to classical, marching or salsa beats, 

and learn about colors, counting and opposites. Children can hear three 

different musical styles as they tap and play. Colorful lights and exciting 

rhythms. 

 

Item #:  3531 

 

 

 

Leap Frog Learning Pals 

My pal Scout teaches first words, feelings and emotions, counting and colors. 

He also features a lullaby timer with 5, 10 or 15 minutes of bedtime music, a 

blinking collar and volume control to help children transition to quiet time. 

 

Item #:  4116 
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Leap Frog Learning Pals 

Features daytime and nighttime modes, Tad's light flashes to the beat during 

the day and soothes children to sleep at night. Includes 10 popular songs to 

encourage singing and dancing, and introduces the alphabet and parts of the 

body. 

 

Item #:  1977 

 

 

 

Leap Frog Spin & Sing Alphabet Zoo 

Explore the alphabet from Alligator to Zebra. With each spin of the wheel, 

learn about letter names and sounds and animal names and sounds. Intriguing 

music, lights and swirling patterns motivate exploration. Helps develop fine 

and gross motor skills. 

 

Item #:  3404, 1724, 1521, 3195, 3527 

 

 

 

Learning Lantern 

A musical lantern lights the way to learning with seven sing-along songs, fun 

phrases, nature sounds and activities to introduce numbers, counting, animals, 

day and night, and more. Bedtime setting features soothing music and sounds 

with a soft light. 

 

Item #:  2448 

 

 

 

Let's Go Social Story Books 

This series will prepare your children with what to expect when they go to new 

places and encourage observation and curiosity while they are away from 

home. The fully illustrated pictures bring each story's adventures to life. 

 

Item #:  2630, 2632, 2634 

 

 
 

Letter Pocket Cards 

This box contains 126 double-sided letter cards.  Lower Case letters are on one 

side of the card and Upper Case on the other. There are also visual cues, as 

vowels are in red and consonants are in blue. Activity Guide and storage box 

included. 

 

Item #:  1812 

 

 

 

Light Up Apple 

Learn everything from letters to telling time with the Alphabet Apple! This 

learning apple features a clock with movable arms to encourage basic time 

telling skills, fun, letter-specific animal graphics on each of the 26 letter 

buttons, and a Music Mode. 

 

Item #:  3440, 3607 

 

 

 

Little People Fire Truck 

Kids will love creating all sorts of exciting rescue missions with this Little 

People fire truck . 

 

Item #:  4023 
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Little People Garage 

This Garage has a circular ramp, straight ramp, elevator, repair center and car 

wash. Great for imaginative play and language development. 

 

Item #:  1512 

 

 
 

Match It! Picture Word Bingo 

With 4 double sided game boards and 36 picture & word cards, this bingo set 

will challenge your child to match images with the corresponding word. 

 

Item #:  4151 

 

 
 

Memory Game 

Slide a card into the game board and start looking for matches. This handy 

memory game includes one game board, seven double-sided game cards and a 

two-player scoreboard. There are no loose pieces and everything conveniently 

stores in the board. 

 

Item #:  2776 

 

 

 

Music Book By Beaver Books 

This Chunky Board Books will enhance your young child’s vocabulary with 

charming, colorful photo images and simple themed words. The compact size 

and sturdy pages of these books are easy for your child's hands to hold. 

 

Item #:  3077 

 

 
 

My First Barn Clock 

This fun clock is a great way to introduce numbers and the concept of time to 

babies and toddlers. 

 

Item #:  3981 

 

 
 

My First Book of Shapes 

Colorful illustrations on board pages introduce words and forms of shapes. 

 

Item #:  2441 

 

 
 

Nelly Gnu and Daddy Too 

Nelly Gnu, a classmate to Dewdney’s Llama Llama, steps out on her own in 

this father-daughter outing. The cheery rhymes and artwork are in line with the 

the look and mood of Dewdney’s Llama Llama books, always emphasizing the 

warm bond between the two. 

 

Item #:  3230 
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Number Bean Bags 

These bright colored bean bags each have a number from zero to twenty. There 

are a wide variety of fun number games children can play all while learning 

their numbers. 

 

Item #:  2777 

 

 
 

Numbers Sound Puzzle 

Features 20 colorful numbers with pictures underneath for a fun way for your 

child to develop tactile, matching, and counting  skills. Says the number when 

pieces are replaced.  Includes on / off switch 

 

Item #:  4106, 3675, 3676 

 

 
 

Olivia books 

In this board book, children will join everyone's favorite piglet as they learn 

about opposites. 

 

Item #:  2625 

 

 
 

Pat the Bunny, Sleepy Bunny 

Children can move the plush bunny from page to page as they hear all about 

how Bunny gets ready for bed, and then help tuck him in. Soft enough for 

snuggling up to after reading. 

 

Item #:  4085 

 

 
 

Peter Rabbit Finger Puppet Book 

A soft finger puppet helps bring the story of Peter Rabbit alive as it weaves 

through each page. It's even stitched into the book so it won't get lost. Full 

color. 

 

Item #:  3838 

 

 
 

Photo Conversation Cards 

Help children learn how to understand and handle the nuances of social 

interactions and improve oral language skills. Each photo card includes an 

accompanying  social/communication skills story and possible actions or 

reactions by those involved. 

 

Item #:  2554, 2556, 2557, 2558, 2561, 2562, 2564, 2565, 2566, 2567, 2568, 

2569 

 

 

 

Picture Words: Memory Matching 

This photo to word matching game reinforces sight words and builds 

vocabulary. 

 

Item #:  1736 
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Pop the Pig 

Kids spin the spinner, pop a hamburger into the pig's mouth and push down on 

his head. The more they pump, the more his belly grows until . . . pop! Kids 

love the suspense as they watch his belly grow; the player who makes his belly 

burst wins the game. 

 

Item #:  4056, 3626 

 

 

 

Pretend Car Keys 

This colorful key chain had three keys and an electronic car lock. It encourages 

language development and imaginative play. Children will enjoy the lights and 

words that are activated when each button is pressed. 

 

Item #:  2619 

 

 
 

Pretend Play Plush Ice Cream Set 

Inspire creativity and imaginative play in your children with this ice cream 

scoop set. Your kids will have hours of fun serving up some of their favorite 

ice cream concoctions. Enhance their problem solving and interpersonal skills. 

 

Item #:  3297 

 

 
 

Pretend Vacuum 

Ideal for creative, fun, and imaginative play. Not suitable for aiding in balance 

or walking. 

 

Item #:  3619 

 

 
 

Pretend Vegetables & Fruit 

These realistic looking vegetables and fruit can be used for creative play and 

language development, matching, and fine motor skills. Each veggie or fruit 

consist of two pieces that Velcro together. Children can pull the pieces apart. 

 

Item #:  2367, 3292 

 

 
 

Puppy's Animal Friends 

Puppy can’t wait to share a story with you! Hear the story read aloud and 

follow along by turning pages. Slide the bookworm to play peek-a-boo with 

Puppy and hear fun sounds and phrases. Roll the spinner for sing-along 

learning songs and animal sounds. 

 

Item #:  2174 

 

 

 

Roll & Play 

Simply toss the big plush cube and identify which colored side faces up. 

Choose a matching color card and perform the dance moves shown, such as 

"Dance on your tippy toes", "Bounce up and down", etc. 

 

Item #:  4131 
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Roll & Play 

Simply toss the big plush cube and identify which colored side faces up. Choose 

a matching color card and perform the simple activity shown, such as “Make a 

happy face”, “Moo like a cow” or “Find something blue”. 

 

Item #:  2711 

 

 
 

Sandwich Making Set 

This sandwich making set includes all the fixings from bread to veggies. 

Children will be encouraged to use their imagination and language skills while 

having fun creating their own sandwiches. 

 

Item #:  1679 

 

 
 

School Bus Set 

This school bus set includes students and the bus driver. This is a great way for 

children to use their imaginations and improve their language skills. 

 

Item #:  3023 

 

 
 

See & Spell Puzzle 

This wooden puzzle set helps children begin to spell simple words that they are 

familiar with. It is a great way to introduce spelling and matching words with 

picture images. 

 

Item #:  2671, 2241 

 

 
 

See N' Say 

See N' Say helps children learn farm animal sounds and animal facts. Children 

can point the arrow and pull the lever, then flip the page for more animals to 

choose from. 

 

Item #:  3787, 3518, 2982 

 

 
 

Sight Words Steps 

Children build sight-word recognition one step at a time—with skill-building 

mats that create an active learning environment! Students can step on a sight-

word…play a fun beanbag toss…even make simple sight-word sentences! 

Includes 5 nonskid vinyl mats. 

 

Item #:  2282 

 

 

 

Sight Words Steps Cards- Level 2 - Orange 

To accompany Sight Words Steps. 

 

Item #:  2538 
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Silly Willy 

Silly Willy, our eponymous hero, likes to get dressed in a topsy-turvy way—

with gloves on his head, socks on his ears, and the rest of his clothes in the 

strangest places. This book features extra-large type and primer easy sentences. 

 

Item #:  3270 

 

 
 

Sorting Food Bags 

These pretend grocery bags are filled with a variety of food items. Children can 

use this toy to learn names of foods and colors. 

 

Item #:  3426, 1806 

 

 
 

Sound Interactive Board - Farm 

This fun board is a great way for children to learn cause and effect. The board 

has stimulating lights and sounds. 

 

Item #:  1351 

 

 
 

Spark Cards Sequencing for Storytelling 

SPARK CARDS are specifically designed to encourage children to observe 

picture details and to improve their picture interpretation skills. The cards can 

be used to enhance the ability of children to: retell stories, sequence pictures 

and problem solve. 

 

Item #:  3624 

 

 

 

Teeth , Tails, and Tentacles 

This traditional counting book illustrates the numbers from 1 to 20 highlights 

intriguing parts, behaviors, or features of specific animals, rather than simply 

increasing the numbers of the animals themselves! 

 

Item #:  3271 

 

 
 

Ten Jolly Pirates Book 

A fun, interactive counting book! The number of pirates goes down with each 

turn of the page, making it easy for your child to recount and keep track. 

 

Item #:  3840 

 

 
 

The Rainbow Fish Storytelling Kit 

This delightful kit is packed with all the cloth characters and props you need to 

bring the Rainbow fish story to live.  Great for sequencing of stories as well as 

language development. 

 

Item #:  2248 
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There Was an Old Lady Storytelling Kit 

This fun story set includes eight small figures including a horse, cow, bird, 

spider, etc. These animals can all be swallowed by the doll and stored in her 

“stomach.”  Book included. 

 

Item #:  2120 

 

 
 

The Three Little Pigs Toy House and Storybook 

Read the book then use the Three Little Pigs and Wolf to act out the story or 

make up your own tale.  The house and furniture pieces easily fit together like a 

3-D puzzle and fold flat in a portable carrying case. 

 

Item #:  2498 

 

 
 

Things I do at Home-Interactive Book 

An interactive reading book that depicts children's experiences at home. 

 

Item #:  2829, 2214 

 

 
 

Touch and Feel Animal Picture cards 

colorful picture/textured flashcards with animals on them.  Great for language 

development 

 

Item #:  3610 

 

 
 

Touch and Feel Books 

This board book features adorable farm animals and a different texture on each 

page. It will stimulate your child's senses and encourage their imagination as 

well as language development. 

 

Item #:  2626 

 

 
 

Touch and Feel Books 

This touch-and-feel lift-the-flap book makes the most of this great peekaboo 

interactive activity by getting young children interested in books and helping to 

develop memory and thinking skills. 

 

Item #:  2628 

 

 
 

Touch and Feel Puppies and Kittens Book 

Meet adorable puppies and kittens in this top-selling board book that 

encourages little fingers to explore and helps develop fine motor skills while 

building an early language foundation. 

 

Item #:  2809 
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Trouble 

Pop-O-Matic bubble to roll the die. Kids race to get all their game pieces around 

the board, but be careful! You could get bumped! Get all 4 of your pieces 

around the board without getting bumped and sent all the way back to the 

beginning. 

 

Item #:  3625 

 

 

 

Very Hungry Caterpillar Cloth Book 

Inspired by Eric Carle's The Very Hungry Caterpillar, this book features printed 

fabrics and images based on original Eric Carle art. Introduce the youngest 

member of the house to this delicious tale with a textured soft book. 

 

Item #:  4086 

 

 
 

VTech Rhyme & Discover Book 

This is a interactive electronic  book with classic nursery rhymes. Simple 

questions help children engage and explore this fun book. 

 

Item #:  3786 

 

 
 

VTech Rhyme & Discover Book 

Interactive kids book has big easy-to-turn pages and comes with 6 classic 

nursery rhymes. 

 

Item #:  2850 

 

 
 

What Color Is It? Interactive Book 

A simple book that helps teach the concept of color. Children can match both 

color to color, as well as color to object. 

 

Item #:  2510 

 

 
 

Where do Diggers Sleep at Night? 

Discover what bedtime looks like for the snowplows, dump trucks, giant cranes, 

and more that dot the pages of this irresistible construction story. Just like you 

and me, the vehicles in this story get tuckered out after a long day of hard work. 

 

Item #:  4080 

 

 
 

Wooden Fruits & Veggies 

This wooden set features realistic-looking colorful fruits. Children can slice 

them apart and put the pieces back together again. 

 

Item #:  1939 
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Wooden Fruits & Veggies 

These colorful wooden fruits and vegetables come apart when pulled by hand or 

cut with a safe pretend knife. It includes an apple, pear, lemon, orange, banana, 

cucumber, mushroom, and a carrot. 

 

Item #:  1557 

 

 
 

Word Flips 

Teach functional vocabulary words, such as greetings and requests (for 

example, "hi," "go," and "bye") while practicing up to three repetitions of sound 

sequences. The words in Word FLIPS can also be combined to form other 

words ("tie-knee" makes "tiny"). 

 

Item #:  2836 

 

 

 

Words are not for hurting 

Encourages toddlers and preschoolers to express themselves using helpful, not 

hurtful, words. Includes a note for parents and caregivers. 

 

Item #:  3250 

 

 
 

Zingo 

What better way to build a child's reading and counting skills than with Zingo! 

1-2-3! With Zingo! 1-2-3, players must match their numbered tiles to their 

corresponding playing card.  Two levels of play focus on counting and addition. 

 

Item #:  1788 

 

 
 

Zingo 

This educational and fun game teaches image and vocabulary recognition, 

matching, memory, concentration, and social interaction. 

 

Item #:  1869 
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Category:  Oral Motor  

 

Alligator Animal Jiggler Facial Massager 

Although this is not a toy, this gator  jiggler facial massagers is a great way to 

provide oral stimulation with a color figure and neat shapes and textures. 

 

Item #:  3222 

 

 
 

Brick Stick 

Made in the USA,  ARK's Brick Stick Textured Chew Necklace provides a 

safe, wearable, discreet, and cool solution for those who need to chew. 

 

Item #:  4108 

 

 
 

Bubble Pals - Fish 

Fun bubble animals that make it easy for kids to practice blowing bubbles. 

 

Item #:  1182 

 

 
 

Chew Grabber - XT 

This chew tool is extra tough, recommended for mild to moderate chewing. It's 

firm and durable, but still chewy and resilient. 

 

Item #:  3852, 3856, 3579, 3580, 3578 

 

 
 

Chew Grabber - XXT 

The toughest Grabber - very firm, but still chewable.  Easy-to-hold loop with a 

long extension for reaching the back molars.  Textured bumps for extra sensory 

input. 

 

Item #:  4153, 4154, 3853, 3854, 3574 

 

 
 

Chew P 

P's are an innovative oral motor device designed to provide a resilient, 

chewable surface for practicing biting and chewing skills. Small and large jaws 

alike enjoy the tactile input offered by biting on P's. 

 

Item #:  4158, 4157, 3711 

 

 
 

Chew Q 

Q's are an innovative oral motor device designed to provide a resilient, 

chewable surface for practicing biting and chewing skills. Small and large jaws 

alike enjoy the tactile input offered by biting on Q's. 

 

Item #:  4159, 4160, 3712 
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Soft Chewlry 

Chewlry is an excellent oral motor stimulating activity. Chewlry gives children 

something appropriate and safe to chew on if they have chewing tendencies. 

 

Item #:  4061, 4065, 4066, 3728, 3597 

 

 
 

Super Knobby Chewy Tube 

Chewy Tubes are innovative oral motor devices designed to provide a resilient, 

non-food, chewable surface for practicing biting and chewing skills. red 

knobby super chew offers a solid yet bumpy surface that is non-toxic. 

 

Item #:  4155, 4156 

 

 
 

Textured Spoon 

The texture spoon provides oral motor stimulation while eating. The spoon has 

a textured bottom which increases oral sensory stimulations on the tongue. The 

handle is created to allow hand over hand assistance. 

 

Item #:  3750, 3745, 3746, 3747, 3748 

 

 
 

Vibrating Teether 

This vibrating teether is a colorful, tactile “star” that vibrates when pressure is 

applied. 

 

Item #:  2705 
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Category:  Positioning  

 

6 Inch Wedge With Straps 

Includes two wrap straps for added flexibility in proper positioning. Movable 

straps support the child gently yet firmly, when and where needed to ensure the 

most comfortable position. 

 

Item #:  2869 

 

 
 

Bean Bag Chair 

The bean bag chair has a clever design that  provides additional arm and back 

support for children as well as a calming and comfortable place to sit. 

 

Item #:  3500, 3501, 3502, 4009 

 

 
 

BebePod (Bumbo) 

This bumbo seat is a snug and cozy environment and is designed to fit a baby’s 

posture. Babies can sit upright in a bumbo seat as soon as they have head 

control. This also comes with a tray that allows children to play with toys or do 

activities on. 

 

Item #:  1150, 1151 

 

 

 

BiForm Wedge - 6-8" 

Innovative wedges provide two positions in one. Side walls offer lateral 

support while keeping child’s arms flexed forward. 

 

Item #:  2871 

 

 
 

Boppy 

This great item can be used by babies for exercising, learning to sit up, prone 

or supine positioning, or just relaxing. It can be used by caregivers for a more 

comfortable position for feeding. 

 

Item #:  1287 

 

 
 

Childrite Seat 

The Childrite Therapy Chair has a high, wrap-around back that supports the 

sitter and helps strengthen trunk muscles, and a pommel to prevent the child 

from sliding forward. 

 

Item #:  2507 

 

 
 

Flaghouse 4" Wedge 

Wedges are a versatile, simple tool that therapists use daily.  SIZE: 4" x 20" x 

22". 

 

Item #:  1364 
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Kaye Corner Chair 

This small corner chair accommodates children up to 39' tall. Padded head 

supports are removable and adjust vertically. This chair helps children develop 

neck and trunk control. 

 

Item #:  1163 

 

 
 

Medium Soft Touch Sitter Size 2 

This soft and supportive sitter provides comfortable and alternative seating.  

Accommodates up to 60lbs, height up to 48". 

 

Item #:  2613, 1188 

 

 
 

Sit Me Up 

This thick foam pad with patterned vinyl cover encourages little ones to sit up 

and take in the action. 

 

Item #:  1054 

 

 
 

Small Soft touch sitter Size 1 

These soft, supportive sitters provide comfortable, affordable, and alternative 

seating.  Accommodates up to 30 lbs. Height up to 35 in. 

 

Item #:  1161 

 

 
 

Snug Support Wedge Positioner 

Perfect for stimulation, relaxation, and feeding. Also appropriate for children 

with gastro esophageal reflux. 

 

Item #:  1166 

 

 
 

Straddle Sitter Positioning Seat 

An Abilitations original product. Assists in maintaining a long-seated position 

without falling, improve postural muscles.  Made of a soft, dense foam and 

measures 21"L x 21"W x 7"H (53.3cm x 53.3cm x 17.8cm) with a seat width 

(at hips) of 7" (17.8cm). 

 

Item #:  1439, 2745 

 

 

 

Tadpole Tumble Form 

Provides positioning for infants through three years old. It allows you to 

position children in a prone position, seating position, or side-lying position. 

Must be therapist directed. 

 

Item #:  1164, 2872 
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Tumble Forms Corner Chair 

This chair keeps the child's shoulders flexed to help better focus on fine motor 

activities. It also helps maintain leg extension and sitting position for longer 

periods of time and works for children of all sizes. 

 

Item #:  1162 

 

 
 

Tumble Forms Wedge 4" 

Wedges that provide gentle support and proper positioning 4". 

 

Item #:  1149 

 

 
 

Tumble Forms Wedge 6" 

Wedges that provide gentle support and proper positioning 6". 

 

Item #:  1148, 2138, 2141 

 

 
 

Tumble Form Wedge 8" Red Deluxe 

Wedges that provide gentle support and proper positioning. This wedge comes 

with a Velcro strap to help with positioning. 8" 

 

Item #:  1165 
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Category:  Sensory Integration  

 

All-in-one sensory table 

This rugged sand and water table is constructed from one piece of high-impact 

resin. It's moisture-resistant, so it can be used indoors or outside. A central 

plug allows for quick and easy water drainage.  Can be used on floor or a table. 

 

Item #:  3375 

 

 
 

Bag of Fabric Feelies 

This kit includes 10 pairs of pillows and fabric pieces that allow children to get 

tactile experience and learn the concepts of rough, smooth, thick, thin, etc. It 

comes in a cloth drawstring bag. Ages 2 years +. 

 

Item #:  1191, 3951 

 

 
 

Bilibo Spin Toy 

Provides great  movement, stop & start spinning, and balance opportunities. 

 

Item #:  4034, 4135 

 

 
 

Body Sox - Medium 

Body Sox promotes body awareness and creative movement. Helps develop 

balance coordination skills. Small 

 

Item #:  3939 

 

 
 

Body Sox - Small 

Body Sox promotes body awareness and creative movement. Helps develop 

balance coordination skills. Small 

 

Item #:  3937 

 

 
 

Body Sox - X Small 

Body Sox promotes body awareness and creative movement. Helps develop 

balance coordination skills. Small 

 

Item #:  3938 

 

 
 

Chair Band 

Designed to increase focus and attention by letting kids move when seated. 

 

Item #:  3881, 3882, 3883 
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Dimple 

Sensory item featuring silicone bubbles built into a sturdy plastic frame.  

Encourages fine motor skill and cause and effect. 

 

Item #:  3476, 3688, 3791 

 

 
 

Floor Bubble - Large 

The bottom is designed with a smooth curve to ensure safe play. The ripples 

inside the bowl serve as an anti-slip base when entering the bowl. The wavy 

edge provides children with air when the bowl is upside down. 

 

Item #:  3742 

 

 
 

Floor Bubble - Large 

Hold on tight for a rock, wobble, and 360 degree spin adventure with the 

Simplay3 Rock Around Wobble Disk! Molded-in hand grips provide extra 

stability. 

 

Item #:  4122, 4123, 4124, 4125 

 

 
 

Floor Bubble - Large 

Helps children use postural adjustments and weight shift patterns to balance 

the bubble. 

 

Item #:  2273, 2060 

 

 
 

Floor Bubble - Small 

Helps children use postural adjustments and weight shift patterns to balance 

the bubble. 

 

Item #:  1021 

 

 
 

Giant Vibrating Animal 

Give this cute, cuddly animal a squeeze! Receive needed vestibular input with 

our pressure sensitive Jiggy Pet. When you need the input simply give the bear 

a hug and the gentle vibrations will be activated. Vibration helps regain focus 

and a 

 

Item #:  3897 

 

 

 

Giant Vibrating Animal 

This Giant Vibrating Turtle is a soft, plush reptile with an adorable face and 

brightly colored plush back. Kids can simply lay on top of it or hug it to make 

the turtle vibrate. 

 

Item #:  1633 
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In Your Pocket Weighted Vest - Medium 

This special weighted vest design is based on the SI technique of deep 

pressure, providing children with unconscious information from the muscles 

and joints (proprioceptive input).  Includes four 3/4 lb. weights (red). 

 

Item #:  1125 

 

 
 

In Your Pocket Weighted Vest - XSmall 

This special weighted vest design is based on the SI technique of deep 

pressure, providing children with unconscious information from the muscles 

and joints (proprioceptive input).  Includes four 1/4 lb. weights (green). 

 

Item #:  1123 

 

 
 

Large Movin Sit. Jr. 

This inflatable 13" x 13" wedge has properties of dynamic seating and static 

positioning.. Movin' Sit requires active participation from the user in 

assuming a correct sitting posture and it provides acupressure. 

 

Item #:  2764, 1866, 1756 

 

 
 

Moving Mountain Squeezer 

Calm and soothe children with autism or hyperactivity with the adjustable 

deep pressure provided by the Moving Mountains Single Squeezer 

 

Item #:  3029 

 

 
 

Neptune Sand &Water Table 

Hours of exploration and play await with the Neptune Activity Table. 

Neptune Table is designed for indoor or outdoor use & provides the perfect 

sensory learning experience for your Child! 

 

Item #:  3034 

 

 
 

Net Swing Without Bar 

This sturdy net swing provides a full body sensory ride. It offers gentle 

pressure around the entire body for a snug, secure feel while you swing, read 

or just relax. Lie down completely or sit and swing. 

 

Item #:  3925, 3926, 3927 

 

 
 

Net Swing with Support Bar 

The unique quality of this therapy swing allows the net to stretch to fit any 

child or adult. It can be used in a prone (lying down) or sitting position. It 

cradles a child so they feel safe and secure while stimulating the vestibular 

system. 

 

Item #:  1701 
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Capable Kids and Families 

 

Portable Support Bar for Swings 

Fits any interior doorway that’s between 25” and 36” wide, with standard top 

trim and frame thickness. Can be used with hanging attachments, such as 

child's swing. No drilling or hammering required. Simply adjust the vise-grips 

to fit your doorway. 

 

Item #:  3928, 3959 

 

 

 

Pressure Tank Top - Medium 

These are the softest, stretchiest, huggiest tanktops your children will ever 

own.  Can be worn alone or under their favorite clothing. The deep pressure 

and soft material provide just the right amount of sensory input. 

 

Item #:  1994 

 

 
 

Pressure Tank Top -Small 

These are the softest, stretchiest, huggiest tanktops your children will ever 

own.  Can be worn alone or under their favorite clothing. The deep pressure 

and soft material provide just the right amount of sensory input. Size 6 XS. 

 

Item #:  1995 

 

 
 

Pressure Tank Top - X Small 

These are the softest, stretchiest, huggiest tanktops your children will ever 

own.  Can be worn alone or under their favorite clothing. The deep pressure 

and soft material provide just the right amount of sensory input. Size 6 XS. 

 

Item #:  1432 

 

 
 

Pressure Tank Top - XX Small 

These are the softest, stretchiest, huggiest tanktops your children will ever 

own.  Can be worn alone or under their favorite clothing. The deep pressure 

and soft material provide just the right amount of sensory input. Size 4 XXS. 

 

Item #:  1433 

 

 
 

Resistance Tunnel 

The resistance tunnel challenges children with heavy work while developing 

body awareness and motor planning. Children can push a therapy ball through 

the tunnel while experiencing degrees of resistance. Must be used with 

supervision of a therapist. 

 

Item #:  1209, 2393, 2124 

 

 

 

Ruff's House Teaching Tactile Set 

Grasping, exploring, & manipulating the different textured bones leads kids to 

develop their ability to use fingers & hands purposefully & improve dexterity. 

Expand descriptive language by identifying the textures of Ruff's bones in 

words. 

 

Item #:  3945, 2775 
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Capable Kids and Families 

 

Senseez Vibrating Pillow Cushion 

Soothe and calm the body through gentle vibrations with this colorful, fun-

shaped and portable Senseez Vibrating Pillow Cushion, Bumpy Turtle.  Can be 

used when sitting or by squeezing. 

 

Item #:  3933, 3934, 3935, 3936 

 

 
 

Senseez Vibrating Pillow Cushion 

This cushion creates the perfect place to sit for children who have trouble 

keeping still or who experience tactile sensitives. Battery operated. 

 

Item #:  2740 

 

 
 

Sensory Brush 

This brush is a crucial tool for working with children with sensory processing 

issues. Brushes are ideal for home use. 

 

Item #:  3363, 3365, 3366, 3367, 3368, 3369, 3370, 1066, 1067 

 

 
 

Sensory Hugs Compression Vests 

Deep pressure is often used to assist the child to self-calm and relax so that 

sensory stimulus can be processed.  This poncho style vest is designed to be 

pulled snug to the clients' body, providing proprioceptive deep pressure 

sensory feedback. 

 

Item #:  3996 

 

 

 

Sensory Hugs Weighted Compression Vest 

This vest combine the benefits of compression and deep pressure with the 

added feature of weights.  Unlike other weighted vests which insert the weights 

around the lower torso, this vest evenly distributes the weight across torso. 

 

Item #:  2513 

 

 
 

Sensory Shapes 

Kids will enjoy the bumpy sensation as they squeeze the pliable material in 

their hands. Sensory Shapes offer massage stimulation & help with fine motor 

skills. Set of 5 

 

Item #:  3560 

 

 
 

Small Movin Sit. Jr. 

This inflatable 10" x 10" wedge has properties of dynamic seating and static 

positioning.. Movin' Sit requires active participation from the user in assuming 

a correct sitting posture and it provides acupressure. 

 

Item #:  2709,  2856 
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Capable Kids and Families 

 

Small Vibrating Animal 

Blue elephant only.  It vibrates and plays music.  Easy to activate 

 

Item #:  1906, 2769 

 

 
 

Spin Disc 

Spin Disc features a spinning top disc that allows children to lie down, sit, or 

kneel, while spinning to improve balance and coordination. This unit is an 

unparalleled source of sensory and vestibular input. 

 

Item #:  2390, 3931, 3932 

 

 
 

Spring board 

Designed for active kids who love to jump long and hard, this durable board 

has a sound wooden base and can withstand frequent use. In addition, the 

Jumping Board can be used as a step to learn stepping up and down as well as 

a balance board. 

 

Item #:  2837 

 

 

 

Spring board 

The Launch Pad features heavy-duty spring construction that's hidden away 

under a durable, easy-to-clean polyurethane exterior, letting kids bounce away 

excess energy.  Great for balance, motor planning, and coordination. 

 

Item #:  3107 

 

 
 

Tactile Sensory Balance Beam 

This set contains 8 modular curved beams that also stack neatly for storage. 

Each piece has non-skid pads on the corners to prevent slipping, so you can use 

this obstacle course equipment indoors or outdoors, on carpet, grass, or smooth 

surfaces. 

 

Item #:  3948, 3949, 3950, 3359 

 

 

 

Theraband Soft Weights 

Easy to grab, great for sensory input, building upper and lower body strength, 

developing better balance and stabilization. 

 

Item #:  1177, 1340, 1342, 1343 

 

 
 

Tracking Tubes 

Children will experience new sights and sounds with this durable plastic tube 

containing plastic colorful stars. 

 

Item #:  3320 
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Capable Kids and Families 

 

Vibrating Pillow 

Provide calming vibration with a squeeze and a cuddle of this Vibrating 

Massage Pillow. Fun for sensory play or nighttime soothing. Activates with a 

squeeze; Soft corduroy exterior; 12" x 12" 

 

Item #:  3586, 3587 

 

 
 

Visual Timer 

Light up visual color display alarm and optional sound alarm is helpful for 

both visual and audio learners! 

 

Item #:  3723 

 

 
 

Weighted Blanket 

This 6 lb. weighted blanket may offer proprioceptive input for those with 

autism spectrum disorders and sensory processing needs. This blanket is filled 

with plastic pellets. 

 

Item #:  3995 

 

 
 

Weighted Blanket 

This weighted blanket provides deep pressure while resting or sleeping. Each 

30"W x 34"L (76cm x 87cm) blanket features a happy face side, a soft fleece 

side and 16 pockets for holding weights. Blanket holds up to  

 seven1/2lbs (3.4kg). Weights included. 

 

Item #:  1426 

 

 

 

Weighted Blanket 

This blanket to provides proprioceptive input and stability. It has small 

channels that run diagonally along the length of the blanket for weight strips. 

 

Item #:  2669 

 

 
 

Weighted Lap Pad - Medium 

This weighted lap pad holds up to 4 separate weight strips, each weighing 16 

oz.  The concept of lap pads is based on the sensory integration therapy 

technique of deep pressure. Weighted pressure is often used to assist the child 

to self-calm and relax. 

 

Item #:  2226 

 

 

 

Whac-A-Mole Game 

1-2 player game in which players respond to lights and music by tapping the 

indicated mole. Includes game base and two mallets. 

 

Item #:  3830 
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Wipe Clean Weighted Lap Pad  - 7.5 lb. 

This weighted lap pad holds 7.5 lbs of weight. The concept of lap pads is based 

on the sensory integration therapy technique of deep pressure. Weighted 

pressure is often used to assist the child to self-calm and relax. Wipeable 

surface for easy clean. 

 

Item #:  2668 
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Capable Kids and Families 

Category:  Visual  

 

Activity Arch 

This arch encourages visual tracking and motor planning. Can hang small toys 

that the child is interested in. 

 

Item #:  1274, 1275 

 

 
 

Touch-Lights 

This pad provides a multisensory way for kids to doodle with colored lights 

and music on the touch pad. The soft gel surface feels like real paint but won't 

make a mess, and the triangular stylus guides fingers to proper grip. 

 

Item #:  2788, 2690 

 

 
 

Tracking Tubes 

Stimulate a child's natural delight in discovery with this see-inside plastic tube 

that has bright colorful objects that move inside. This fun toy helps with visual 

tracking. 

 

Item #:  3330, 1269, 1271 

 

 
 

Tracking Tubes 

Clear plastic tubes are permanently sealed with a different type of object 

encased inside.  Each type of object has unique visual and sound qualities that 

will help children begin to explore objects and develop observational skills. 

 

Item #:  3200 

 

 
 

Tracking Tubes 

Turn this rainmaker over and stimulate senses with vibrant trickling beads and 

soothing raindrop sounds. Easy to grip and fun to watch. 

 

Item #:  3443 

 

 
 

 


